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SUMMARY

The aim of this thesis is to make the interpretation of airborne

radiornetric survey data in the Lower Proterozoic WiIlyama Complex, Broken

Hill district, New South l{ales, in which uranium and thorium mineralisa-

tion is known to occur. In this thesis the airborne total count radioactivit¡.

survey data fron the 1959 survey and airborne spectrometer survey data from

the 1975 survey of the Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology Q Geophysics

(B.M.R.) are analysed and related to the known uranium and thorium minerali-

sation in an atternpt to establish the relation between the airborne survey

results and the known mineralisation. The 1959 airborne total count radio-

activity survey covered approximately one-third of the total area which lies

south of Broken Hill, whereas the renaining two thirds of the area, north

of Broken Hil1, was covered by the airborne spectroneter survey in 1975;

and the total area thus surveyed was about 4,000 square miles nostly occu*

pied by the Willyama Conplex outclops.

The lVillyama Complex occupies a triangular-shaped block of approxi-

nately 2,800 square miles in extent, rnainly consisting of a series of

phyllites, slates, quartzites, schists and gneisses, multiply defornred and

netanorphosed in the Middle Proterozoic and partly granitised and nigmatised

and extensively subjected to pegnatisation and aplitisation. Folding hlas

predominantly northeast and north. The Willyana Complex was intruded by

granite, pegmatite, amphibolite, dolerite and serpentine. The Willyama

Complex was overlain to the northeast by less metamorphosed younger

Precambrian sediments of the Torrov¡angee Series (Group). The Torrowangee

Series nainly consisted of quartzites, ti1lites, limestones, dolomites,

shales and claystones.

The airborne radionetric surveys gave some infornation on the

radioactivity of the ground surface in the study area. The results obtained

from the airborne spectroneter surcvey (i975) gave extrenely useful inforna-

tion for uraniurn, thorium and potassium mineralisation and proved that
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airborne radionetric ¡neasurements made with aclvanced instrunentation could

yield useful information for uranium exploration and mapping. On the radio-

metric response it was possible to difreerentiate between the Willyama Com-

plex rocks and the Torrowangee rocks as well as the geologic units h'ithin the

Willyarna Complex. Ïre results of the spectrometer survey showed that the

highest radiometric response was seen to have been associated brith the out-

crops of sillimanite gneiss, catbonaceous schist, rnica-quartz schist and

davidite-bearing veins. Variably noderate radioactivity j.s observed over

the exposures of granite gneiss, granitoid, granite, whereas amphibolite,

dolerite, serpentine and the thick Cainozoic deposits showed 1ow to very

low radiometric response. The spectrometry has further allowed two types of

pegnatites, K-feldspar and Na-feldspar in the area to be recognisecl. Over

the areas of known mineralisation, spectTonetry has been benefificial in

classifying these anomalies as uranium, thoriurn or potassiun.

As far as localisation of mineralisation is concerned, the structural

features were inportant in localising uranitun and thoriun. These favourable

structures ranged from large shear zones, faults and fissures clor,rn to ninor

joints and bedding planes, microfractures and interstitial openings.

At the present stage, it is not possible to classify the uranium de-

posits on a genetic basis, because the primary davidite deposits occur in

the Thackaringa area as late pegnatitic to hydrothermal high temperature em-

placement in sheared zones. Secondary deposits are found where no prinary

rninerals have not yet been located and in several cases, the workings or

testings have not penetrated the primary zoîe. Further, it has not been

proved that any uranium ore rninerals are disseminated in the older Willyama

netasediments, the possibility that uranj.ferous-forming minerals in this

suite might have furnished uranium for later deposits cannot be excluded

(e.g. Copper Blow and Great Western).

The relationship of uraniurn mineralisation to granites seems to be

obscured in some cases. The Thackaringa davidite belt is related to end-

phase granite activity; in the Mundi Mundi, Brinkworth, Eldee Creek, and
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Hen-and-Chickens areas there is a close spatial relationship to the Mr¡ndi

Mundi granite; and other minor deposits are in pegmatites. The Mundi

Mundi granites and pegnatites, vùith a few exceptions, show a higher U/K

ratio. It is therefore suggested that these Mundi Mundi type granites and

associated pegmatites could possibly be the potential source for uranium

nineralisation in the area.

Only two uranium deposits, i.e. Thackaringa and Brinkworth are

suggested for further investigation mainly based on detailed ground geo-

physical surveys.
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1.I Aims of Thesis

The thesis topic concerns the interpretation of airborne radio-

metric data over an area in the eastern part of the Willyana Complex in

which the nain mineralisation is known to occur. In this thesis the

scintiltometer data from one survey and spectroneter airborne radiometric

data (garnma radiation) from a lateT survey are analysed and related to

the known uranium and thorium mineralisation in an attenpt to establish

the retation between the airborne survey results and the known nineralisa-

tion by examining:-

1. the geological factors which control the uraniun nineralisation;

2. the geological environrnents for uranium nineralisatì-on;

3. the uranium association with certain base-metal sulphides;

4. leading to the recommendation for further research and investi-

gations required in the study area.

In doing this it was intended to try to introduce a unifornity of

procedure which could be applied to results obtained from other airborne

radiometric surveys.

1.1.1 Data studied

The work was commenced studying the airborne radiometric (scintillometer)

survey data, total count only, obtained from a survey which was carried out by

the Bureau of Mineral Resources, (later referred to in this thesis as the

B.M.R.) in 1959. The survey covered the lower half portion of the study areai

this area being bounded by latitude 31053f and 32020'S, longitude 141000' and

L4Io37r30r?E, flight line spacing of one quarter of a mile in an east-west

direction and 500r in height. No published account of the survey was available.

The airborne radiometric survey data was received in the form of analogue pro-

files photographed on an 8 mrn film provided by the B.M.R.

In July, 1975, the B.M.R. flew regional airborne geophysical surveys

(magnetic and spectrometric) which covered the whole of the Broken Hill
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Geological Series Sheet (1:250,000), and a detailed survey which cor¡ered

most of the area of the lVillyama Conplex outcrops. The survey data was

published by the B.M.R. as stacked profiles for total nagnetic intensity,

total count, potassium, uranium, thoriurn, and altitude along with flight

path naps. The nagnetic data have also been published as contoured maps

at a scale of I:250,000 for the regional survey and L:25,000 for the de-

tailed survey. Later, access was rnade to the digital data recorded on the

rnagnetic tapes provided by the B.M.R. All digital data tapes were merged

and processeci in the Department of Economic Geology, University of Adelaide,

using Computing Centre's CDC 6400 and CYBER 173.

1.I.2 Presentation of results in this thesis

From a presentation and interpretation of the survey data viervpoi.nt,

very sinple and basic techniques have been enployed in the thesis. The

presentation of radionetric data in juxtaposition with the geological data

is a najor problem for the reader, due to the size and nunber of the map.

For the thesis, maps have been sinplified and generalised as rnuch as possi-

b1e and have been kept to the ninimum practical size without losing important

details. In sone cases, overlays have been used. Overlays used in the

figures were drawn from rnaps on a different projection from the base diagrans

which makes precise cornparison difficult. They have been photographically

adjusted to conform as closely as possible with the base diagrams.

I.2 Location and Extent

The eastern part of the Willyama Block comprises the whole of the

Broken Hill district situated between latitudes 31o00t and 32oI5rS and

longitudes 141000rand 141045t8, and lies at a distance of 450 kitoneters

north-east of Adelaide. The Broken Hill district is the western district

of New South l{ales, lying on the border of South Austlalia and New South

Wales (Fig. 1.1) .

The Willyama Cornplex, approximately 7040 square kiloneters (2,800 sq.

rniles), is covered by two geological sheets, i.e. Geological Series Sheet
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SH 54-14 (Broken Hj Il 1 :250,000), (Plate 1A) and Geological Series Sheet

SI 54-3 (Menindee 1:250,000) (Plate 1B), in folder. The llJil1yana Complex

outcrops as a triangular block approxirnately 110 km (70 nriles) from north

to south by 64 km (40 miles) from east to h/est.

1.3 Physiography

In the study area, the Barrier Range is the only doninant topographic

feature which rises abruptly along the Mundi Mundi Fault scarp in the h¡est.

The range extends in a wide belt north-northwest of Broken Hill until it

ceases to be a significant topographic high north of the northern boundary

of the Broken Hill sheet I:250,000 (Plate 1A). The average height of the

Barrier Range with respect to the surrounding plains is approximately 150 m,

although several localities, i.e. Robe, Umberumberka, and Dering Trignometric

Station , are in excess of 430 m above sea leve1.

1.3.1 Topography

'rA birdrs eye view of the Broken Hill district from the south-west

would give the irnpression of a long and low structure of the skillion-
roof or broken shield type, disnantled and partly buried under alluvium.
It rises abruptly fron the plain to the west, dipping gently thence in
all directions under the plain.rr (Andrews, L922).

The Barrier Ranges are an elongate group of 1ow hiIls surrounded by

flat, soil-covered plains of the Lake Frome, Darling and Murray drainage

basins. The outcrop is variable. Good exposures are extensive in the far

west, northwest, far north and east of the Willyana Conplex. In the south

and southhrest, the exposures are very poor. Most of the rock-types are deeply

weathered. 0utcrops are generally surrounded by soil rather than rock rubble.

The ranges die away gently eastwards and southwards, but elevation of the

land surface increases northwards and westwards to about 900 feet above the

plains. The elevation of plains above sea level ranges between 300 and 700

feet.

I.3.2 Drainage

The drainage of the Broken Hill district, in general, is centrifugal,

as the rnain streams of the area flow in all directions. The rnain streams of
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the eastern drainage are Stephenrs Creek, Yancowinna and Gardinerts Creeks;

the nain drainage to the south is by means of Pine Creek; and the main

drainage to the west by the Canpbellrs, Eldee, Mundi Mundi and Umberumberka

Creeks.

Most of the creeks terminate in outwash fans. As the average rain-

fall for the Broken Hill district is less than 10 inches, the creeks seldon

lfun.

I . 3 . 3 Cl inate and rainfal 1

The climate is continental, (serni-arid) mean teïnperature being 24.30C.

In winter the air is crisp and bracing with frosty nights. The summer

clinate is at the extreme. Daily ternperatrrres from June to August (winter)

are generally cool and occasionally very cold when conditions are doninated

by southerly and south-westerly air-streans. Fron October to April (sunmer),

the daily temperatures are warm to hot. The conditions of hunidity during

the summer rnonths rarely exceed the hunan comfort level.

The rnean annual rainfall for Broken Hill district is 9-10 inches.

The rainfall occurs internittently throughout the year. The wettest periods

are February-March and October-November.

1.3.4 Water supply

The Broken HiIl district is served with water from two sources, viz.

Stephenfs Creek Reservoir, lying at a distance of 10 miles to the north and

Umberumberka Reservoir, about 19 míles to the west of Broken Hitl city.

The Stephenrs Creek supply, which is the major source of supply, has

been in operation for more than the last B0 years. Its catchnent area is

about 200 square ni1es.

The Unberunberka Scheme was started in I9I2. Its catchment area is

125 square miles.

There are some other mines service reservoirs situated at Block 10

Hill and Mica Street.

1.3.5 Cainozoic geology

Cainozoic, co11uvia1 and residual deposits are common throughout the
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Willyana Complex and occur adjacent to outcrops. The soil cover varies

in thickness from 2-3 feet to 15 feet within a distance of 2000 feet from

the outcrops (Langford-Smith and Dury (1964) and Dury (f966)). The thick-

ness of Cainozoic deposits along the western edge of Mundi Mundi scarp and

along the north of the Kantappa Lineament ranges between 252 feet and 702

feet (Rose, 1975).

In the Cainozoic deposits, the upper part of the soil profile con-

sists of very fine to nediun-grained sub-rounded clear to linonite stained,

occasionally opaque quartz, ín a sparse white to yellow silty kaolinitic

¡natrix with sone gypsum. The clay is yellow, light brown, grey to dark

gre/, sandy in parts. Gypsurn is present in quantities varying fron a

trace, to as much as 20% (Dury, 1966).

I.3.6 Vegetation

In the hills areas, Mulga (Acacia aneura) and its associated forms

such as the wild fuschia (Eremophila rnasculata), the native peach (Quondong)

(Fusarius alurninatus and F. persicarious) scrubs are dominant. Their

leaves are excellent food for stock.

On the plains, mulga is less conmon and its place is taken by the

so-cal1ed sandalwood (Myoporun playtyca'rpum) and other trees. The prevalent

flora consists of husky plants, such as the annual and perennial saltbush

(Atriplex nurunularis) and bluebush (Chenopodium auricomum) .

Shortly after a faLl of rain, spear-grass and several varieties of

herbs spring up. A variety of a desert pea (Olianthus dampieri) flowers in

spring tine. The sandy surfaces support spinifex (Festuca irritans). South-

ward, in the vicinity of the Murray River, the oak trees (Casuarina suberosa)

are prevalent. The plains are covered in a dense mallee scrub composed of

eucalyptus (including E. dumosa, E. uncinata, and E. oleosa). The beds of

creeks support the growth of box (E. largiflorens) and red gum (E. rostrata).

Swampy areas support the growth of polygneum bush (Muchlenbeckia canninghami).

Broken Hilt makes a good centre for field work in this area.
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I.3.7 Acccssibility

Access to the area is excellent as there is a network of roads and

tracks (biturninous, non-bituminous and dirt) . Most points within the area

can be reached when using a four-wheel drive vehicle and are within about

t hourrs drive fron Broken Hill.

L.4 Human Occupation and Population

The history of Broken Hill starts with Captain Sturtrs party. The

first rvhite men, (Mawson, I9I2) crossed the country in 1844. Shortly

afterwards pastoralists took up the country for sheep and cattle stations.

At that time, there were quite a few aboriginal inhabitants living near the

rock holes, the only source for water supply. In 1867 there ü/as a rumoul

of an abundance of quartz reef (which was thought would carry gold) which

caused a rush to set in, but nothing eventuated. Several years later, small

copper and silver-lead showings were opened up which proved to be of no

importance.

In 1876, silver-lead ore was discovered at Thackaringa, and six years

later (in 1882) the doors were opened for a new rush. In 1882 gold rvas

discovered at the Mount Brown gold field to the north. From the year 1882

to the end of 1886, the western side of the Barrier Ranges, including

Thackaringa, Umberunberka, Silverton, Nevada and Parnamoota was a scene of

great activity. The Broken Hill Lode, the nain ore formation in the Barr:ier

Silver Field, was pegged as a rnineral claim in 1882 by a boundary rider from

the adjoining sheep station of Mount Gipps. In the beginning, the results

were disappointing as the outcrop was mainly nanganiferous ironstone. It was

not until 1884 that chlorides u/ere struck at a depth of 100 feet. Later on

various sections along the outcrop were pegged out by large mining cornpanies

which are still working with good pÌospects ahead.

The 5 nile length of operating leases is now held by four companies

being from north to south. They are:
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1. North Broken Hi1l Linited;

2. Broken HiIl South Limited

3. The Zinc Corporation Limited;

4. The Broken Hill Consolidated Linited.

A total of 120 million tonnes of ore (Both & Rutland, 1975),

has been nined from the Broken Hill Lode, frorn the beginning of opera-

tions in 1884 until the end of 1974, from which approximately 13.5

million tonnes of lead, 21 million kg of silver and 11.8 nillion tonnes

of zinc have been recovered

The innense irnportance of this mining field fro¡n an economic

point of view is obvious when the production figures, rnentioned earlier,

are accounted for. The township of Broken Hill (according to Mawson

(f912)), comprised a population of 40,000 people in 1907. At present

the population does not exceed 30,000.
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CHAPTER 2

REGIONAL GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

The following brief account of the geology of the area provides a

background which is necessary for understanding the interpretation of

the radiometric surveys. All geophysical surveys of this kind either

resolve problems already posed by geologists or reveal new facts about

the geology which must be incorporated into the overall study of the

areat in either case the geology of the area must be understood to get

most value out of the geophysical survey. A part of the purpose of

this work was to study the relationship between the radiometric survey

results and the known geology so that future interpretation of airborne

survey data is based nore soundly on experience.

2.1, Previous l\lork and History

A great deal of voluminous literature is available on the economic

geology of the study area because of the silver-lead-zinc deposits of

Broken Hill. Aspects of the geology and nining of the Broken Hill area

are referred to in over 684 published and unpublished reports (Campbe11,

1974). The Broken Hill area was visited by Charles Sturt in 1844. Cha::les

Rasp nade the discoveries of rninerals and pegged the first claim on

Broken Hill in 1883. Jaquet (1894) described geologic features of Broken

Hill in 1894.. Mawson (1912) named the Willyama Complex and the overlying

sediments, the 'rTorrowangee Series". Andrews (1922) published a detailed

report on the Broken Hill area, concentrating mainly on the rocks in the

vicinity of Broken Hill. King and Thomson (1953) gave an account of the

regional geology of the area. The earlier najor investigations of Jaquet,

Mawson and Andrews along with the later major publications of Gustafson,

Burrel and Garretty (1950) and King and Thomson (1953) are standard

references.

Binns (1964) made a major contribution to the understanding of the
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metamorphic grade distribution and }ristory of the Willyama ConpIex. Hobbs

(1966) contributed to the understanding of the structure of the lode ancl

later contributions to tl'ris aspect were nade by Anderson (1966), Willianrs

(1967), Hobbs and Norman (1968), Ransom (1968) Rutland (1973), and Glen

et al. (1977), the area being rernapped by the New South Wales Geological

Survey.

Several airborne geophysical studies have been carried out in the

study area. The airborne magnetic and radiometric surveys were carried

out in 1957, 1959 and 1975 by the B.M.R. No detailed published accounts har,'e

yet been available. The processing and presentation of the airborne spectro-

rneter survey data 1975 (Wyatt, pers. conm. 1977) is in progress, and some of

the results have been presented as stacked profiles (Regional and Deta-L1ed

surveys) and contour map (Regional Total count). The description of the

aeromagnetic surveys (Cooper, 1975), have been given by E. IVeiss (1950),

R.0. Crosby (1963) and A.G. Spence (1963). Gravity surveys have been cles-

cribed by W.F. Stacker (1965) and G.F. Lonsdale and L.M. Inga1l (1965)

and work has been done by the New South Wales Mines Departnent.

2.2 Regional Geology

The Willyama rock assemblage, which will be referred to here as the

Wiltyana Complex are known since Mawsonrs time (Mawson, I9L2). The geology

of the study area is shown on two geological sheets, i. e. Geological Series

Sheet 5H 54-14 (Broken Hill 1:250,000) (Plate No. 2A) and Geological Series

Sheet SI 54-3 (Merrindee 1:250,000), (Plate No. 28 in pocket). They occupy

a triangular shaped.block of approximatety 2,800 square miles in extent.

Its boundaries in the west, northeast, southeast and south are defined by

the Mundi l"fundi Fault scarp, Grand Unconformity, the Redan Fault and allu-

vial cover respectively. The ltrillyama rocks are also exposed to the north-

east in a narrou/ belt known as the Euriowie Inlier. A Lower Proterozoic

âgê, i.e. exceeding 1800 m.y. is assigned to the original sedinents

from which the complex was derived. This age is suggested by the frame-

work of Australian radiometric dating and the presence of iron formations
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(Thomson, 1973). The subdivision of the cornplex has been proposed by

Andrews (1922), King and Thornson (1953), Thornson (1956), Canpana and

King, (1958).

Due to the complex structural and netamorphic history of the area,

it is not possible to present the rocks in their sequencial order. The

extreme southeastern portion of the Willyama Block consists principally

of the Redan Group (Thomson, 1956). The group hras napped by E.0. Rayer

and L.R. Hall in 1947 and consists of well banded quartz-feldspar-mica-

magnetite gneì.sses and mica schists. The portion lying between the Redan

Group and the extreme northwestern end consists of a distinctive group of

all the known occurrences of granitic gneiss, Potosi gneiss, banded iron

fornation (B.I.F.), quartz-magnetite rock. The group can be assigned to

two facies, e.g. granular-feldspathic (psanmites) and argillaceous

(pelites), (Andrews, 1922; Browne,1922; Stillwel1, 1922; Thomas, 1961

and Binns, 1962). Table 2.1 shows the chenical composition of the rocks.

2.2.L Psanmites and pelites

These two main sedirnentary facies are represented in the Willyama

Complex and have extensively been studied in the vicinity of the Broken

Hill Lode. They show a wide range of variation from inmature arkosic sedi-

ments (e.g. at the base of Thorndale facies) to rnature shallow-water sedi-

ments (e.g. Broken Hill facies) and in spite of local transposition, the

observed layering represents deformed bedding. In sillimanite gneisses

(Glen and Laing, 1975) there is a good evidence of metamorphosed graded

bedding.

2.2.2 Quartzo-felspathic gneisses

The most controversial rocks in the geological history of Broken

Hill are the granitic and intermediate quartzo-feldspathic gneisses.

Andrews (1922) concluded their igneous parentage, whereas King and Thonson

(1953) interpreted then as metamorphosed or metasomatised sediments. In

the Broken Hill facies they occur as concordant layers of variable thick-

ness. All these gneisses have been deformed and recrystallised. They
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fall into trvo chemical groups: 1. the Augen Gneiss, Platy Gneiss,

Hanging Wal1 Gneiss and non-garnetiferous granitic gneisses (Andrews,

L922; King and Thomson, 1953), corresponding cl-remically to calcalkali

granite and 2. garnetiferous gneisses (Andrews, L922) and are knoln

variously as Potosi Gneiss, Footwall or Parnel Gneiss, and have lower

silica, higher iron and calciurn contents with little corundun (Table 2.L),

There is no good geological evidence of a layering which night be

inherited fro:n sedinentary bedding. The contacts of the granitic gneisses,

where observed, (e.g. Browne, 1922) are best interpreted as intrusive con-

tacts subsequently deformed and metamorphosed (stillwell , Lg22); and some

bodies contain xenoliths. Therefore, it seerns unlikely that they are of

sedimentary origin as proposed by King and Thomson (1953), Thomas (1960)

and Lewis et al. (1965) . The granitic gneisses are best exposed in Lakes

Grove, Britannia and Broken Hill regions.

2.2.3 Banded iron formation (B.i.F. )

Magnetite-rich rocks are thin metasedinentary beds and occur in

several places within the Willyama Complex. A major investigation of these

rocks has been carried out by Richards (1966). Apart from iron oxide

minerals, the rocks are also rich i.n quartz. Many of them contain abundant

almandine-spessarite garnet and chlorapite. The rocks occur as 1ínear

series of discontinuous, elongate outcrops, ranging frorn less than 30 cm

to several metres across. They are generally layered.

The banded iron formations are generally accepted as metamorphosed

chenical sedinents (King and Thomson, 1953; Richards, 1966), although sone

earlier workers (e.g.Andrews, 1922; and Browne, 1922) suggested that the

iron-rich rocks were formed by metasomatic replacement.

2.2.4 Amphibolites and calcareous rocks

Bodies of amphibolites and pyroxene-plagioclase gneisses occur in

rnany places in the Willyama Complex. They form persistent horizons of up

to, and sometimes exceeding 100 metres in thickness. The maximum length
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is 8 km (Andrews , 1922). Some of the arnphibolites and pyrfoxene-plagioclase

gneisses may be deri.ved froln calcareous sedinents, but their consistently

basaltic composition (Binns, 1964) favours an igneous origin as silJ-s, flows

or tuffs (Andrews , 1922; Vernon, 1969).

2.2,5 Dolerites G ultrabasic rocks

Bodies of dolerite and altered dolerite occur in many places in

the southern part of the area (Browne, 1922). These clykes are a few metres

in width and the maximum length reported is 8 km (Andrews, 1922). Most

dykes are transgressive to the foliation of the enclosing rocks. The rocks

consist largely of amphibole and plagioclase, but exhibit relict doleritic

texture and some lcemnant pyroxene is present. Plagioclase is also locally

altered to epidote. The plugs of serpentine and pyroxenite are also present

in places.

2,2.6 Sulphide-rich rocks

Lead-silver-zinc sulphide nineralisation is widely distributed

through the Willyama Complex. There are mainly two types of sulphide-rich

rocks:

1. sulphide-siticate type (Broken Hill type) and

2. sulphide-carbonate ty¡re (Thackaringa type).

2.2 .6.I Broken Hill Type

The Broken Hill tyoe deposits are characterised by apparent corr-

fornability of the mineralisation with respect to the foliation of the

enclosing rocks. They are lepresented by the Broken Hill Lode, The

Pinnacles Lode and about 50 snall bodies occurring mainly around Broken

Hil1, in the dominantly high-grade metamorphic area, Andrews (1922) listed

the following snall deposits as having once been productive: extension north

and south of the Broken Hill Lode, Potosi, Globe, Piesses Nob, Eaglehawk,

Southern Cross, Centennial, Great lVestern, Nine Mile, Hardings, Lautel,

Little Broken Hill and Rupee. The rnineralogy of these deposits is complex,

but these are characterised by galena, sphalerite, associated with manganese
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silicate minerals, green and grey alkali feldspar (orthoclase), calcite,

fluorite, gabrite, artd blue or opalescent quartz (King and Thomson, 1953),

along with a large nuniber of other minerals in ninor amounts (Stillwell,

19s3).

2.2.6 .2 Thackaringa Type

These types of ore deposits occur in ore bodies as veins occupying

weak, gently-dipping fractures (King and Thornson, 1953). Most of the

sulphide-carbonate bodies are mineralogically simpler than the Broken

Hill type deposits. The primary ore consists largely of coarse-grained

galena in a gangue of coarse to very coarse-grained siderite with quartz

(King and Thonson, 1953).

There were over 100 nines, the majority being in the western and

northwestern part of the area. Most of then produced oxidised ore. The

nost productive groups of nines were the Thackaringa, Umberumberka,

Purnamoota, Maybell, Day Drearn, and Apollyon Valley Groups (Andrews, L92-2;

King G Thomson, 1953).

2.2.7 Pegmatites

Pegmatites are very abundant in nany parts of the Willyana Complex,

especially in the northern and northkrestern parts of the area. On the

eastern side of the area, pegmatite is relatively uncommon. They range in

occurrence fron large, coarse-grained masses down to thin, inpersistent Ien-

ticules in schist. Ïre larger irregular bodies of pegnatite are up to

6 niles long (King and Thomson, 1953, p1. 3). Pegnatites occur within all

nain rock types of the l{illyana Complex, as siIIs, dykes and irregular masses.

Many of the pegmatite bodies enclose residual patches of other rocks (e.g.

schist or netaquartzite), many of them do not appear to have been disoriented.

Some masses consist of pegmatite intimately interlayered with schist, es-

pecially at their margins (Andrews , 1922; Leslie and White, 1955). Si11-1ike

bodies occur patallel to an earlier foliation in schist (Leslie and l\rhite,

f955) and to later foliations (Sti1lwell, 1922; Leslie and White,1955).
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Leslie and White (1955) reported pegnatite cut by dykes of lr{undi Mundi

Granite. Therefore, they are clearly of rnore than one generation.

Mineralogically the pegmatites are of sinple types, consisting

largely of quartz and feldspar. Other minerals such as muscovite, garnet,

biotite, tourmaline, magnetite, rutile, apatite, sillimanite and davidite,

are also known to occur in the pegnatites.

2.2.8 lvfundi Mundi Granite

The Mundi Mundi granite (Mawson, I9I2) is an intrusive granite that

postdates the schists, quattzo-feldspathic gneisses, amphibolites and most,

if not all, of the pegmatites. It occurs in small bosses, sills, and dvkes

in the Mundi lvfundi, Silverton, Thackaringa, Day Drean, Brewery Creek, Paps

and Euriowie areas. It is generally massive, but the southern-most body is

slightly gneissic (King and Thomson, 1953). The snaller masses nay be

apophyses, but Leslie and lthite (1955) have reported the contact between

granite and schist being flat in their study area. Some of the smaller

¡nasses are thin dykes which comrnonly follow the foliation in the schists.

The Mundi Mundi Granite is a leucocratic, nuscovite-nicrocline

granite and appears to fal1 within the classification of alaskite (Johannsen,

L932) typically containing less than 4eo by volume of ferrornagnesian minerals.

The plagioclase, which is slightly more abundant than microcline, is albite

(Leslie and Whíte, 1955) and oligoclase (Binns , 1962). The granite is mostly

relatively fine-grained, but 1oca1ly is nedium to coarse-grained. The

chenical composition of both fine and coarse-grained is sinilar (Leslie and

White, 1955) , (Table 2). Muscovite conmonly comprises L)e" by volume of the

rock and plagioclase grains enclose many srnall plates of white mj.ca. Biotite,

tourmaline, apatite and zircon also occur in the granite.

The lufundi Mundi granites of the Broken Hill field appear to be the

counterpart of the Boolcamatta granite in South Australia and the Templeton

granite of the Cloncurry-Mount Isa field (Rayner, f957). Associated tvith

the Mundi Mundi granite are a number of variants which are considered to

have a connection with the emplacement of sorne of the uranium rninerals
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TABLE 2.2

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE MUNDI MUNDI TYPE GRANITE
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(Rayner, 1957). These late-phase associates are rnicrogranite, aplite,

some pegmatites (transgressive to earlier gneissic suite) ancl quartz veins.

The granites are regarded intrusive in the Willyama Complex being

pre-Torrovrangee [Mawson, LgLz; Andrews , 1922; Leslie and White, 1955), while

King and Thomson (1953) regard them as post-Torrortrangee. Pidgeon (1967) has

discussed the ages of the main geological events in the lt/illyama Complex,

and assigns an age of 1560 n.y. to the intrusions of the Mundi Mundi granite.

2.3 Metamorphism

Binns (1963) after naking the petrological studies and K-Ar deter-

ninations suggested that the IVillyana Complex had been subjected to several

periods of netamorphism. He referred to these periods as M, ('rVillyama

Metanorphism), M2, MS and MO. Ml (or WilLyana Metamorphisn) was regarded

as a high-grade regional event and the others as later retrograde events.

The products of the lt/illyama netamorphism hrere, later on, described in

greater detail by Binns in 1964. He concluded that the grade of metamorphisn

increased in the Willyama Block frorn northwest to southeast u/ith three rec-

ognisable zones of progressive netamorphisrn. The distribution of these zones

is shown in Fig.2.L.

Binns found the colour change in hornblende to be more useful

criterion, so he napped the boundaries between Zones A and B on the basis of

a change fron blue-green to brown-green. The boundary between Zones B and C

was located on the basis of the first appearance of orthopyroxene in the mafic

rocks; this boundary r,¡as termed the rrorthopyroxene isogradert.

The rnetamorphic facies represented by these zones are:

Zone A - sillinanite-alnandine-rnuscovite

subfacies of almandine-amphibole facies (as defined by

Turner and Verhoogen, f960).

Zone B - Sillinanite-almandine-orthoclase

subfacies of almandine-amphibolite facies (as defined by

Turner and Verhoogen, 1960).

Zone C - Orthoclase-biotite subfacies of granulite facies

(as defined by Binns , 1962).
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Several authors have described retrogressive features in the rocks

of the Willyama Conplex (e.g. Browne, 1922; Binns, 1963; Vernon, 1969;

Vernon and Ransom, 1971), but according to Both and Rutland (1975) it does

not appear possible at present to classify these as discrete metamorphic

events in terms of a chronological series. Hobbs et aI. (1968) proposed

that Mr-MO terninology of Binns (1963) be abandoned and the term rrretro-

grade metamorphism" be used for all retrograde events h/ith "the implication...

that the events in the retrograde metanorphisn are probably quite conplex

in naturert.

In the northern part of the Willyama Block (i.e.within Zone A) the

retrograde metamorphisn is widespread, while in the southern part (Zones B

and C) retrogression is most conspicuous in association with distinct planar

zones, referred to in the literature as I'shear zonesrr, rrcrush zonesrr, "faults"

and more recently, "retrograde schist zones". The typical rocks within these

zones are quartz-white nica-biotite schists, some chlorite-bearing (Vernon,

1969). There are some other patchy retrograde schists outside the retrograde

schist zones which are characterised by the pseudomorphous development of

chlorite after biotite, and white mica after sillinanite, feldspar and

cordierite.

2.4 Regional Structure

The Willyana Complex has been strongly folded and faulted and the

nature of the structure has long been a matter of debate. A general plas-

ticity of movement in these defornations attests to deep burial and high

tenperature-pressure conditions. Andrews (1922) first described the

structural features of the Willyana Conplex and postulated a nurnber of

broad "basins" separated by tight anticlines. King and Thornson (1953)

in a later study, introduced a number of additional tight folds within the

broad basins on the basis of recognition of repetition by folding of con-

formable layers of amphibolite and granitic gneiss. During the last decade

the Willyama Conplex has extensively been studied by applying the modern
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structural methods in an atternpt to analyse the effects of the varj,ous

deformation episodes (e.g.Hobbs,1966; Hobbs, et al. 1968; WiIliams, 1967;

Rutland, L973; Rutland and Etheridge, 1975; Glen, Laing, Parker and Rutland,

1977). They all agree that the Willyama Complex has a complex deformation

history so that najor folds of more than one generation are present. Accord-

ing to Hobbs et al. (1968, p. 505):

'rWorkers in the Broken Hilt district have recognised two distinct
groups of folds in the high-grade pelitic rocks. The first of
these fold groups ("Group Onet') has the widespread schistosity of
the area as the axial plane schistosity and a lineation defineri by

needles of sillinanite parallel to the fold axes.. Throughout the

entire Broken Hill region these fold axes and the associated linea-
tion are observed to plunge fairly consistently towards the SIV at
low angles. . . . " rrGroup TWo folds deforn the older axial plane

schistosity and often fold the sillimanite lineation. Their axial
plane orientations, and hence their plunges, are variable and in
some instances, their plunge is co-axial with Group One fold
axesrr.

The conplex structural history of the Willyana Complex makes the

identification of the original stratigraphic succession extremely difficult.

Later periods of deformation rrhave been recognised but ale restricted to

the widespread areas of retrogression to the northwest of Broken Hill or to

the retrograde schist zones" (Hobbs et al. 1968, p.305). Glen et al, (7977)

have recognised four periods of defornation (e.g. Dl, D2, DS and D4).

2.5 Regional Geophysics

The B.M.R. has made extensive geophysical studies (i.e. aeromagnetic,

aeroradiometric, gravity and seismic) in the study area and have produced the

contour naps of bouguer anomaly, total magnetic intensity and radiometric

(total count). To discuss the geophysical studies such as aeronagnetic and

gravity, is beyond the scope of this thesis, therefore, a brief account of

these studies is described under this section to give an overall picture of

the study area on a regional sca1e. The detailed account of radiometric

studies (regional and detailed) is given in Chapter Nos. 5, 4 and 5.
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2.5.I Magnetic studies

Aeromagnetic coverage of the area is provided by the B.I,l.R.

(Prelirnina::y Edition H54/81-63, 1975). The aeromagnetic anomalies can be

divided into five zones on the basis of differences in character (Fig. 2.2).

Zone A

In the far northeastern corner of the area is a zone of partially

isolated, narrow, sharp anomalies tha1. show a common elongation trend whic.h

is parallel to the general geological strike in this area. Za'rzavatijian

(1965) suggested that the sources lie at depths of generally less than 300 m

below the surface, which leads to the conclusion that the sources are within

Precanbrian rocks which crop out in this area.

Zone B

In the upper central part of this area there is some evidence for

a similar zone related to a shallow Precambrian basement. The magnetic con-

tours in this portion show some alignment in a northwest-southeast direction,

paral1el to the geological strike.

Zone C

Zone C lies between Zones A and B and is occupied by an extensive

zone of broad elliptical and circular anornalies. This zone correlates with

the gravity low. As the Zones A and B correlated with Precambrian rocks,

it is probable that the broad anomalies in Zone C indicate a substantial

thickness of non-magnetic sedinents.

Zone D

This zone consists of elongate and circular anonalies separated by

regions of relatively low magnetic activity. The nagnetic anornalies have a

northeast-southwest trend and show the characters of shallorv depth anomalies.

These anomalies are correlated with outcrops of arnphibolite or quartz-

nagnetite rock of the Willyarna Complex. The area occupied by the Torrowangee

Group outcrop show lack of magnetic activity.

Zone E

This zone of intense knotted anomalies lies in the southwest portion
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Fig. 2 .2 Base nap - total magnetic intensity contour map

of Broken Hil1.

Overlay Interpreted magnetic response:

A : nagnetic high

B : nagnetic high

C : magnetic low

D : nagnetic high
E : magnetic high

Source of data - Airborne magnetic and radiometric
survey of Broken Hill I:250,000 sheet

area, N.S.W. B.M.R. survey, 1975.
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of the figure. The anomalies in this zone represent variations in

magnetisation within the similar lithology. The nature of lithology is

not certain since outcrop is obscured by sand and alluvium in nuch of

this area. They are believed to be the metamorphics of the ltlillyama

Complex.

2.5.2 Gravity studies

Fig. 2,3 is a Bouguer Anomaly map compiled by Isles (1977) and

shows the salient gravity features of the study area. The areas under-

lain by the l\rillyama Complex rocks show a distinctly different Bouguer

Anomaly pattern to the surrounding areas. lhe Bancannia Trough to the

east, the Mundi Mundi Fault to the west and the Anabama Fault to the

south of Broken Hill form the boundaries of the Precambrian outcrop in

this region and these boundaries cause clearly recognisable features in

the gravity map (Isles , 1977).

lVithin the area of Precarnbrian outcrop itself, the Younger

Torrowangee Series of metasediments are characterised by areas of lower

Bouguer anonaly values than the surrounding lVillyama. Tho rnajor zones of

anomalous density contrast are observed. There is a central NE-SW trending

rectangular high lying immediately to the south-west of Broken Hi11.

Directly to the south-east of this feature, there is a long NE-SW trending

gravity trough which is cornmonly correlated with the Redan gneiss sequence.

Distinct gravity lows and highs within the Redan gneiss sequence lead

Isles to postulate that there are several distinctly different units within

what are presently classified as Redan gneiss.
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Fig. 2.3 Bouguer anomaly contour nap of the Broken Hill
district. The contour interval is I nilligal.

Source of data - Bouguer anonaly map of the

Broken Hill district from

Isles (1977a).
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CHAPTER 3

REGIONAL AERORADION,IETRIC STUDIES

3.1 fntroduction

During the past twenty five years, airborne radionetric surveys

have been employed on an increased scale in regional studies for uranium

exploration. Research and investigational progranrnes have been carried

out (and are still being carried out) in Canada, U.S.A. and other parts

of the world to improve upon the present radiornetri.c survey techníques;

and the literature on this subject has been published by numerous workers

such as Bates (1966) , Charbonneau and Darnley (1970) , Charbonneau et al.

(1973), Darnley (1970, 1973), Darnley et a1. (1969), Duval et a1. (1971),

Grasty (1975 and 1976), Gregory and Horrvood (1961), Kellogg (f968),

McSharry (1973) and Pitkin et aI. (1968) .

trThere are no revolutionary new methods of uranium exploration on

the horizon. Continuing improvements in existing nethods and

types of instrumentation are to be expected, but the main scope

of improvement will hinge upon using the best of the available
nethods more meticulously and systenatically, and paying more

attention to the analyses of data"

(Darnley, I975, p.2I). Airborne instrumentation was first extensively used

in the search for uranium mineralisation in 1949. Since then instrunenta-

tion developed from geiger counter installations, through small total count

radiation detectors to gamma-ray spectroneters with very large detector

volumes. It is a well known fact that the areas containing uranium minerali-

sation generally fal1 within or on the nargins containing above-average

abundances of all the radio-elements. These above normal radioactive areas

can be readily found by airborne surveys which measure only total count

radioactivity. The airborne spectrometer surveys are used to identify

anonalies containing significant amounts of uraniun and wherever the costs

of ground work are high. The nost sensitive spectrorneters available these

days are capable of measuring the mean gÌound level abundances of potassium,
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uranium and thorium, tvhich can be expressed in conventional units of

concentration.

As far as the airborne radiometric survey methods are concerned there

is a great deal of agreement anong the authorities about the acquisition of

survey data such as height, speed of aircraft, line spacing, detector volumes,

(Appendix 6). They all emphasise on the quality of collection, processing

and presentation of airborne radiometric survey data. The data collected

must provide a sufficiently high count rate after all corrections have been

applied to be statistically meaningful at the required sensitivity and nust

merit comprehensive presentation by autonatic cornpilation methods. The data

collected must be corrected for background radioactivity, height, atmos-

pheric absorption, residual radioactivity (related to instruments in air-

craft), energy stripping and reduced to noninal ground clearance or to ground

1evel.

From a presentation standpoint the survey data must be presented in

digital form, preferably recorded on magnetic tape for autornatic compilation

purposes through computers. The survey data nust be presented in the forn

of profiles for each line flown to show terrain clearance, total count,

potassium, uranium and thorium count rate and the ratios of the U/T\, U/K

and Th/K count rates plotted against distances along the flight line. Pro-

files provide the most precise means of correlating data but contour maps

permit nore rapid exanination by giving the overall distribution of a per-

pendicular parameter. According to Darnley (1971) one of the advantages of

nonitoring abundance ratios is that this provides a means of filtering count-

rate anomalies besides recognising unusual radioelement distribution where

high-count rates may not occur. This is inportant since the measured count

rate is influenced by the area of exposed rock, and the solid angle it sub-

tends relative to the aircraft, as well as by absolute abundance in the

rock.

The ts.M.R. processed and presented the spectrometer survey data for

1975 on the sane principles as outlined above. The data obtained by the
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B.M.R. (July, 1977) was in the form of digital tapes, profiles along each

line for total count, potassium, uranium, thoriun, terrain clearance and

total nagnetic intensity. Profiles for ratios (U/Th, U/K, Th/K) and contour

naps for various channels and ratios are sti1l in progress and may be nade

available within a year or so. The detail is given in Appendix 2.

For the thesis work the full use of digital tapes, profiles for

various channels wa-s made. The survey data have been presented in the form

of profiles for various channels ancl ratios (U/K, U/Th and Th/K) and con-

tour rnaps for channels and ratios wherever possible to obtain the rnaximuln

value and information.

Airborne radiometric surveys are a valuable aid to geologic napping

and exploration programs (Agoes (1955), Adarns (1954), Bates (1966), BeIl

(1954), Darnley and Grasty, (1971), Demnati and Naudy (f975), Gregory (1955)

Gregory (1956) , Foote (1967) and Ketola et al. (1975) ) . The radiometric

data did aid in rapid conpilation of provisional geologic maps where geology

is not known. The rocks obscured by deep weathering can often be napped.

Reported concentration values for uranium, thoriun and potassium for

various rocks have been given by numerous workers; no satisfactory sunmary

exists. The values shown in Table 3.1 are the average values fron different

sources. The radioactivity of igneous rocks varies in fairly wide limits,

depending upon their uranium, radiun, thoriun and potassium contents. In

general, the contents of radioactive elements in igneous rocks increase with

their acidity. Table 3.1 shows that thoriun is more abundant in igneous

rocks compäred to uranium. The U/Th ratio in these rocks is fairly constant,

at about 3.2. Granites tend to be rich in radioactive elements due to a high

percentage of silica and thus possess the highest radioactivity anong the

igneous rocks. Less radioactive are the intermediate rocks. Potassium

granitoid (alaskites, leucocratic granites, granidiorites and quartz diorite)

are also highly radioactive but less than granites. Basic and ultrabasic

rocks show lower radioactivity. The differences in uranium of identical

rocks from different regions and also fiorn the s'ame region are not only due
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TABLE 3.1

General amounts of uranium, thorium and potassiun in comnon rocks

Rock type Thorium
ppm

Potassiun
%

l. Acidic rocks

2. Intermediate rocks

3. Basic rocks

4. Ultrabasic rocks

5. Clays (variable)

6. Shales (variable)

7. Sandstone (variable)

8. Linestones

4.3

2.4

0.8

0.7

4.5

3.4

2.1

L.3

'l .'/.,_))

12.7

8.7

5.1

2.L

13. 0

L0.2

5.3

0.6

t1

,L

1

a

4.3

2.6

r.4

0.5

2.6

2.8

L.2

0.2

,7 a.

,ì

5

o

It

?>

Average values from Adams (f954), Bell (1954) and

Pitkin (1968).
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to differences in composition of the magma from which the rocks were

crystallised, but also due to the geological conditions that prevail during

their formation. The rnaximum concentration of uranium and thorium is found

in the youngest nembers of rocks from the sante region; and also, in general

the content of radioactive elements decreases with the geological age of

the rocks.

The sedimentary rocks derive the radioactive minerals fron the dis-

integration of prirnary uranium and thorium minerals. The highest concentra-

tion of uranium is in clays and shales, especially in black marine sapro-

pelic shales. Sandstones tend to be lower than clays ancl variable in

radioactivity. Carbonate rocks are considerably poor in uranium and so

show very weak radioactívity. In sedimentary rocks the uranium content

increases with increasing amounts of organic matter in sedinentary rocks.

The soils derived from or overlying a bed-rock of granites or syenites shol

a higher concentration of uranium, thorium and potassium contpared to those

derived from sedimentary, metamorphic and basic igneous rocks. The

radioactivity of black and chestnut coloured is found to be higher than

that of silver and ash coloured soils.

Fig. 3.3 shows horv the airborne radiometric surveys can be employed

in delineating the geologic units. When conpared with the aerial geology

it was observed that the zone of higher radioactivíty, Zone 4,500-700

counts per minute, corresponds to a group of rocks which are acidic and

mainly conposed of sillimanite gneiss, granite gneiss (auger gneiss, platy

gneiss, etc.), pink microgranite, aplite, pegmatite and davidite-bearing

veins in the Thackaringa area. No. 1 is related to the sillimanite gneiss

with high K-feldspar (Glen, 1978), No. 2 overlies the portion where davidite-

bearing veins are lresent, No. 3 is probably due to aplite or pink mícrogran-

ite and No. 4 is associated with the sulphide-rich rocks (silver-1ead sulphide)

probably nine dunps. Radiornetric Zone B, 200-300 counts per rninute consists

of granite gneiss, pegrnatite, si-llimanite gneiss, amphibolite and aplites. A
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low 1evel of radioactivity is possible due to increasing thickness of

overburden. Zone C generally consists of pegmatites (K-fetdspar), si11i-

nanite schists, granite gneiss and amphibolites. No. 5 is associated rvith

K-feldspar pegnatite and No. 6 follows the creek bed. The rock exposures

are poor. In Zone D the rocks are mainly sillimanite sctrists with arnphibo-

lites. In this region the sillimanite schists are less radioactive and

the exposures are also limited. No. 7 is related to the rnine dumps of

Copper Blow which are moderately to highly radioactive and uranium ninerali-

sation occurs in association with copper.

An examination of radioactivity (total count) over the Thackaringa-

Copper Blow shows that the sillinanite gneiss, sulphide-rich rocks, pegmatites

(K-feldspar) are more radioactive than aplites (davidite-bearing), schists,

granite gneiss, whereas pegmatites (Na-feldspar) quattz veins amphibolite,

serpentine and dolerite exhibit very low radioactivity. Distribution of

radioactivity over Cainozoic cover is very variable.

An interpretation has been made of two combined magnetic and radio-

metric airborne surveys conducted by the B.M.R. in the eastern part of the

Willyama Complex (Broken Hill district). The first radiometric survey was

carried out in 1959 with a scintillometer and the second was flown in 1975

with a spectrometer.

The 1975 survey was flown in two parts. In one the survey covered

the entire Broken Hill 1 :250,000 sheet ( Pl. 2A in pocket) and employed

a line spacing of 1.5 km and ground clearance of 100 metres.

In the other, a detailed survey which covered most of the area of

the lVillyama Complex outcrop on the Broken Hill sheet was flown along east-

west lines 300 metres apart with 100 metTes clearance. This survey was

flown with a Twin Otter aircraft VH-BMG fitted with fluxgate magnetometer,

four channel gamma-ray spectrometer, radio altimeter, doppler navigation

system, computer and digital recording system and strip camera. Fu11

details are given in Appendix 18.

The data acquisition is given in Appendix 18, and data processing
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and presentation is given in Appendix 2. Details of the equipment are

given in Appendix 14.

The purpose of the surveys h¡as to obtain nagnetic and gamma-ray

radiometric clata to assist mapping and mineral erploration carried out

in the Broken Hill area by the Geological Survey of New South lVales and

several nining companies.

3.2 Airborne Gamma-ray Scintillometer Survey, 1959
Thackarj-nga-Copper Blow Area

The airborne magnetic and radiometric (total count) survey u/as

made over the area, the location of which is shown in Fig. 3.1 and is

situated between longitudes 141000r and I4Io37r30rr E and latitudes 31053t

and 32o2Or S and is conveniently referred, to as the Thackaringa-Copper

Blow area fron the principal mine at the eastern and h¡estern edges of the

area.

The survey r{as carried out with a DC-3 aircraft flown at an average

line spacing of one quarter of a mile apart and a terrain clearance of 500

feet along east-west oriented flight 1ines. The height of the aircraft

was monitored by a radio altimeter. Aerial photographs were used for

navigation. The radiometric background was obtained by subtracting the

measured count at 2000 feet above ground level at the start and end of

each flight. It was assurned to be constant throughout the flight. Details

of the survey are given in Appendix 14.

3.2.L Processing and presentation of data

The record of the 1959 survey, in which the gamna radiation from the

ground was recorded continuously along flight lines by an airborne scintillo-

graph. The original records were photographed on an 8 nm film which was

obtained fron the B.M.R. No altineter record for this survey was availabÌe

in Adelaide.

The first step towards processing this sort of survey data was to pro-

ject the microfiln image on a nicrofilm reader and trace the analogue pro-

files along 70 flight lines (out of 110) on an enlarged scale (2 inches to

one rnile) on separate strips of tracing paper. The profiles thus prepar:ed
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wete then digitised on Mini Mac Digitiser. The values along Y-axis (radio-

activity) and X-axis (distance) rvere punched on conìputer input cards for

further processing and presentation of survey data, as stacked profiles,

isoradiation contour maps and three-dinensional diagrarns using the CDC 6400

and the plotting routiltes.

It is necessary to adequately smooth or filter both the observed

radioactivity and terrai-n clearance data, if reliable terrain clearance

corrections are to be applied (Kellogg, i968). As mentioned earlier, no

altimeter record was available, therefore only the observed radioactivity

was srnoothed using the Low-Pass filter after subtraction of non-geological

background. All the data samples were srnoothed using the nethod of running

averages. It is a convenient and useful Low-Pass filter. This and other

filters have been described in detail by Blacknan and Tukey (1958).

It is obvious that the datun used for the lines to produce the map,

Fig. 3.2 ís not correct. To overcome this, a new datum was calculated for

each line by calculating the average radioactivity for each line and by

comparing the average value of each line rvith the other lines establishing

a new datun leve1 which was subtracted from each value on the line. The

results thus obtained are shown in Fig. 3.3 showing a better correlation

with the areal geology as compared to Fig. 3.2.

The results of the survey are presented as follows:

l. Anonalies plotted along the flight lines and shown by symbols,

Fig. 3.5.

2. Isoradiation contour map, Fig. 3,3.

3. Three-dinensional presentation of radioactivity, Fig. 3.4

3.2.2 Interpretation

Fig. 3.5 is an aeroradioactivity (total count) contoured nap over

the Thackaringa-Copper Blow area. From a geology standpoint'the Thackaringa-

Copper Blow area is composed of the Willyama Complex which consists of a

group of rnetasediments in the forn of schists and gneisses, Fig. 3.5. The
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whole area lies within tlte high-grade metamorphic Zone C of Binns

(Binns, 1964), Fig.2.I. The rocks have been folded and faulted, partly

granitised and extensively subjected to pegmatisatíon and aplitisation.

As a whole, the rock gxposures are from poor to good. The only good ex-

posures are present in the western, northern and eastern parts of the map.

The Cainozoic deposits occupy approxinately two-thirds of the area. The

rvhite colour in Fig. 3.5 shows the distribution of the Cainozoic deposits.

The thickness of the cover varies from 2-5 feet to within a distance of

2000 feet from the outcrops (Langford-Smith and Dury, 1964). The cover

consists of very fine to medium-grained subrounded clear to limonitic

stained, occasionally opaque quartz, in a sparse white to yellow silty

kaolinitic matrix.

The outcrops in the western part of the map running along the lvfundi

Mundi Fault generally consist of a series of schists and gneisses which

have been partly granitised and nigrnatised. Sillimanite schists, mica

schists, sillinanite gneiss and granitic gneiss forrn prominent outcrops

in this part. The granitic gneiss and garnetiferous gneiss are of the

Hanging Wall type of the Central Broken HiIl Zone. The other type of

granitic gneiss is augen gneiss with large feldspar rraugensrr and crops out

in the central part of this area. The outcrops of pegrnatites, aplites and

microgranite are conmon associates of the Willyana metasediments. Amphibo-

lites are present throughout the area and appear to be interbedded with the

Willyama netasediment. Serpentine and dolerite are found in central and

southern parts of this zone. Quartz veins are also abundant and vary in

thickness from a few inches to 4 feet, especially in the Thackaringa

Pinnacles Shear Zone.

The central and eastern portions of the map also consist of the same

rock types described above. Their surface expressions are extremely limited

and poor.

The nain stTuctural features of this area are the Thackaringa

Pinnacles Shear Zone, East West Shear Zone which trend approximately east-
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Fig.3.3 Airborne total count contour nap of the
Thackaringa-Copper Blow area. The contour
interval is 200 counts per minute.

Ouerlay - interpreted radionetric response

over various geologic units.

Source of data - radiometrics compiled from a

study of original airborne
scintillographic flight charts
photographed on an 8 mm filn,
B.M.R. survey, 1959.
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west. The Globe Vauxhall Shear Zone trends northeast-southwest. There

are some other minor shear zorìes in the area which have a bearing on the

uranium nineralisation par:ticularly north of the Thackaringa Pinnacles

Shear Zone, in the central western part of the map.

An inspection of Fig. 3.3 shows that the area can be subdivided into

five levels of radioactivity (i.e. A,B,C,D and E) on the basis of response

of aeroradioactivity. These levels of aeroradioactivity may be correlated

to different geologic units present in the area with varying amounts of

radioactive elements. The levels of aeroradioactivity show a generalised

distribution pattern of radioactivity (with some spurious anomalies). l\Ihen

conpared hrith the geological map of the atea, it is observed that the 1eve1s

do not necessarily follow the geologic boundaries closely, the reason being

that the data could not be corrected for height as previously nentioned.

To overcome this problem, an average radioactivity value was calculated and

subtracted from the total radioactivity intensity along each flight line.

The above-average radioactivity thus obtained was then contoured. However,

the results obtained still contained nuch useful geological information

if the presence of the spurious anornalies, e-specially strong linear and

parallel to flight lines, is taken into consideration. The levels of

higher radioactivity generally correspond to the outcrops and the low level

(E) corresponds to the thick Cainozoic deposits in the area.

The aeroradioactivity (total-count) survey data has been presented

in the form of stacked profiles in three-dimensional plane over the Thacka-

ringa-Copper Blow area and is shown in Fig. 3.4. The use of such a type of

presentation facilitates the recognition of radionetric highs and lows in a

better way as compared to the stacked profiles in two-dimensional p1ane. The

aeroradioactivity highs occur over the lVillyana Complex outcrops whereas the

lows occur over the drainage and the Cainozoic a1luvial deposits in the area.

The figure can also help in finding the trend of radioactive mineralisation in
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the Wi1l1'ama metasedinents. It is observecl by joining the peaks of the

radionetric highs, that the radioactive nineralisation trends predominantly

on two directions, i.e. llortheast-southwest ancl northwest-southeast. These

trends of radioactive mineralisation, with some rocal variations, correspond

to the strike trends of the willyama rocks in the aïea.

Fig. 3.5 is a geological map of the Thackaringa-Copper Blow area and

shows that good rock exposures are only present in western, northern and

eastern portions of the nap. The western part of the area consists of 1ow

to moderate high hi1ls deeply dissected by the creeks, and rocks are ex-

cellently exposed. In this zone the rocks generally consist of sillimanite
and granite gneisses intruded by pegrnatites, aplites, nicrogranite, ser_

pentine, arnphibolites and doLerites rvith a larger number of quartz veins.

The northern and central portions of the map arso consist of similar geologic

units but their surface expressions are very poor and 1imited. The eastern

area of the map is occupied by the sillimanite schists intelbedded with

amphibolites and form a gïoup of 1ow hil1s covered with thick overburden.

The rest of the nap (shown in white) is covered with the thick Cainozoic

deposits.

An overlay of Fig. 5.5 is a flight-line system of airborne radiometric
(total count) survey carried out by the B.M.R. in 1959, on which anornaries

have been plotted from the original analogue record photographed on an g mm

film. The anomalies are designated as high amplitude and medium anplitude

anomalies rather than some multiples of "background'r. As background ternino-
logy is often a source of confusion, Fig. 5.6 has been included to show how

such a term has been used in this thesis. The medium amplitude anomaly has

been taken two tines that of the "Local Backgroundil and the high amplitude

anomaly is three or more than three times that of the ilLocal Background?,. As

said earlier, the original scintitlographic data could not be corrected for
height, due to the non-availability of radio altimeter record, therefore, it
had not been possible to show the exact outcrop width of radioactive rock units
along the flight lines. Solid circles and diamonds have been used for high
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Fis. 3.5 Geology of the Thackaringa-Copper Blow area and airborne total count anomalies.

Legend

I Dolerite
2 Granite

3 Pegmatite

4 Granite gneiss

5 Augen granite gneiss

6 Aplite
7 Potosi gneiss

I Amphibolite

9 Undifferentiated metasedi¡nents, nainly schist and sillinanite gneiss

l0 Redan gneiss and granulite
11 Lode rocks of Broken Hill type

12 Banded iron formation

13 Copper lode rocks

14 Shear zones and faults
15 Trend line, photo interpretation
16 Trend line, mapped

Overlay - Airborne Total count anonaly nap

Source of data - geology base from the Australasian Institute of Mining Ç Metallurgy, (AIMM) Map, 1968.
Radiometrics conpiled fron a study of the original airborne scintillographic flight
charts, photographed on an 8 nn Lfiln, B.M.R. survey' 1959.

*Note: White colour on the geological map represents alluvium.

*
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SECTION OF IDEALIZED SPECTROMETER CHART

Local background
a eount/e)

ArpmaLy
anrpLitude

a eount/e

I 7

--., 
Geological zero

N on- g e o L o g i c aL c ontrtbuti on

Chart zero

DIAGRAIVI TO ILLUSTRATE USE OF BACKGROUND TERI'IINOLOGY

AS USED IN THIS THESIS

(after Horsfall & l,lilkes, t975).

Fi s. 3.6
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and nedium amplitucle anomalies respectively. During the ground follorv-up

geologic and radiometric investigations of these anomalies, it was ob-

served that certain high amplitude anomalies did not correlate tvith the

high radioactive geologic units but they r^¡ere merety the geological ex-

pressions along the flight lines with low or moderate radioactivity. I-low-

ever, the radiometric results (overlay, Fig. 3.5) when compared with the

aerial geology were fairly good and proved to be helpful during the ground

investigations. During the ground radionetric survey a portable four-

channel ganma-ray differential spectrometer was used. The details of this

instrunent are given in Appendíx 4.

The ae::oradiometric anomaly No. I overlies the Nine Mile area and is

caused by the outcrops of pegmatites. The pegmatites are coarse-grained

and mainly consist of feldspar and quartz with small amounts of muscovite

(smaJ-l books of mica measuring up to one inch in diameter). The radio-

metric response in total count and potassium channels suggests that they

are dominantly K-feldspar pegnatites. The radioactivity in the vicinity

of the Centennial a'rea (No. 2) is possibly due to thorium mineral (monazite)

as referred to by Rayner (Rayner, 1957). This particular anomaly could not

be located during the ground survey. In the Great Western area (anomaly

No. 3) the radioactivity is related to the nine dumps. The Great Western

is an old silver-lead-zinc rnine,6 niles northwest of Broken HiIl. The

nine dunps, mainly oxidised, showed radioactivity (uraniurn) 2-3 tines that

of the normal background. Higher radioactivity was recorded in the shaft.

The higher radioactivity was possibly due to solid angle effect. Rayner

has reported radioactivity in the order of 0.05 percent U30g from the su1-

phide zone. In this area the country rocks are sillimanite schists with

pegmatites. No statistically higher radioactivity was found over these

rocks. Uranium mineralisation in the sulphide zone (primary) is noteworthy

which night have been a source of secondary uranium mineralisation in the

oxidised Zone 1.

A group of nedium to high amplitude anonalies (No. 4) was thought
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to be related to the sulphide-rich rocks in Silverton whi.ch is an old

silver-1ead mine. The nine dumps ancl shafts were checked radiometricatly.

No statistically, above average ladioactivity was found in this area. The

countTy rocks which are generally sillimanite schists interbedded with

amphibolites gave weak radiometric response. Anonaly No. 4 may be a com-

bined effect of high relief and exposed rocks. The vatidity of anornaly

No. 5 and 6 is also doubtful. No such high radioactivity was recorded in

these areas. The areas consist of highly rough and rugged hills, deeply

dissected by the creeks. It is possible that these two anomalies are

spurious. Their cause is either instrumental such as a sudden change of

height during ffight, or they could be related to outcrops with high relief.

If they are not spurious, they were missed during the follow-up program.

The airborne total count anomaly Nos. 7 and 8 overly the Thackaringa

area where uranium and thorium mj-neralisation is known to occur (Rayner,

1955). Thackaringa is situated 18 niles west-south-west of Broken Hil1,

adjoining the northern side of the Broken Hill-Adelaide road (Barrier

Highway). The deposits were first discovered by H.H. and G.L. Baker in

February, 1955. The first davidite rnineral (an iron-uranium titanate),

(Table 3.2), was discovered in the vicinity of anornaly No. B (about one

furlong north of the Barrier Highrvay) on a slope of a low hill. The area

consists of schists and gneisses rvhich have been partly granitised and

migmatised. Schists and gneisses aÌe mainly sillimanite, rnica and granite.

Bands of anphibolites are present throughout the area and appear to be

interbedded with the Willyama rocks. Pegrnatitisation in the area is wide-

spread and is probably related to more than one period of formation'

(Rayner, 1957). The pegmatites which are host to the uranium minerals are

of late introduction into the llrillyama Cornplex. They are commonly coarse-

grained and transgressive to other rocks and are aligned in/or para11el to

certain shear zones known as Albert and Baker Shear Zones. Associated with

these pegnatites are the development of aplite and pink microgranites. The

uranium nineralisation lies within the Albert and Baker Shear Zones where
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TABLE 3.2

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF DAVIDITE (THACKARINGA AREA)

Percent

si02

41205

Be0

Tí02

Crr0,

Yzos

FerO'

Pb0

usog

Fe0

ZrO,

I\frr0

Nt2

Ca0

Mgo

Th0

I .33

1.24

0. 01

50. 17

0. 35

1.18

13. 06

0.76

4.16

l5 .93

0.L2

o.2L

0.07

0. 64

0.18

0. 08

L.34

6.34

0.65

0. 15

0. 28

1-43

99.66

0

2

CerO,

Ce group

Y group

coz

Pzos

Hro+

(after Rayner, 1957, p. 75).
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davidite is the nrain principal uraniun nineral present. The nineral is

present in veins and irregular lenses of pegmatites rich in quartz, disse-

minated in microgranite and biotitic schistose rock in the Albert Sl'rear

Zone. In detrital forn it is found on the surface and as grains in creek

sands. Several pits, costeans and shafts were checked in the vicinity of

pegmatites which gave L5-20 times the radioactivity, due to uranium. The

uranium mineral, davidite is closely associated with rutile, hematite,

ilrnenite, magnetite, mica, and quartz. Several prospectors started rvorking

in different areas which seem to be abandoned now. The areas are the Bakerrs

area, Fyfers area, Bostonrs area, Kennyts area, Jeffreyrs area and many

others. Since 1960, there have been no activities in these areas, the reason

being that the lack of finance and no big deposits of econonric ínportance

were discovered

Moderate radioactivity, due to uranium (anonaly No. 9) was found to

be associated with one of the nine dumps in the Thackaringa area known as

Gypsy GirI. It is an old silver-lead mine and lies within the Willyama Com-

plex netasediments nainly sillirnanite schists and gneíss. The sillimanite

gneiss was found to be radioactive, 3 times that of the 1oca1 background

due to potassium.

In the centre of the rnap there is a group of nedium anplitude ancmalies

(No. 10). Their sporadic distribution along the creek beds suggests that

they are caused by the concentrates of heavy rninerals along the creeks.

Anonaly No. 11 is associated with the nine dunps in the Copper Blow

area which is caused by the uranium mineralisation (secondary rnineral, meta-

torbernite), (Rayner, 1957), and lies at a distance of L2 niles south-

south-east of Broken Hill. The radioactivity was first noted by Daly

and lVhite in 1952. The copper and iron lodes are narrow, forning a strongly

linear group about one mile in length. The lodes are confined within a

zone which is up to 150 feet in width and strikes parallel to the en-
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closing rocks, i.e. northea.st-southivest. The enclosing country rocks are

the lVillyama Complex consisting of biotite-sillimanite-garnet schists,

granitic gneiss, amphibolite and pegnatite. The host rock for the lode is

in part a quartz-biotite-sericite schist with grains of nagnetite. During

a ground radiometric survey radioactivity due to uranium 2-4 times the locai

background was found over the mine dumps and open cuts. The highest radio-

activity (10-15X local background) was recorded over the southern end rvith

increased copper nineralisation, Wamen open cut. According to Rayner (1957)

the uranium values are in the range of 0.1-0.3 percent USOS. In the oxidised

zone hernatite, linonite, magnetite, malachite, azttrite and chrysocolla are

present. Moderate to high radioactivity (2-3X local background) rvas recorded

over the sulphide dumps (Warren shaft, extreme southern end of the area).

Rayner reported slight radioactivity associated with the dri1l cores ob-

tained fron the sulphide zone and suggested that the primary uranium minerali-

sation was associated with copper in the prinary zone (sulphide zone). The

area seems to be low grade uranium and copper deposit.

The radioactivity when compared with the total magnetic intensity of

the Thackaringa-Copper Blow area, it was observed that the radiometric highs

are associated with the nagnetic highs, especially in the'thackaringa and

Copper Blow areas.

3.3 Regional Airborne Spectrometer Survey, L975

The regional spectrometer survey covered the Broken Hill l:250,000

sheet (P1. 2\ in pocket). The line spacing was 1.5 km and ground clearance

100 metres. The details of processing and presentation of the survey data

perforrned by the B.M.R. are given in Appendíx 2. The B.M.R. published the

fully corrected survey data in the form of stacked profiles for four channels,

i.e. total-count, pc+assium, uranium and thorium, at 1:250,000 scale.

3.3.L Presentation

The presentation of the regional airborne spectrometer survey data is

shown in Fig. 3.7 which was prepared using the B.M.R. channel naps (stacked
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profiles) on a scale of 1:250,000. The channel maps rvere prepared above

normal radioactivity along flight lines. Transparencies and colour scheme

were used to facilitate the conparison of the required channels.

The stacked profiles produced by the B.M.R. (1:250,000 map scale)

give fair correlatj-ons with the aerial geology. In most instances, it has

not been possible to obtain satisfactory radiometric interpretations over

certain areas due to overlapping and cross-cutting of stacked profiles rvhich

could be expected on such a srnall-scale regional survey with a line spacing

of 1.5 km. To overcone this problem it was decided that the stackecl profiles

be copied along the flight lines showing the radioactivity above the normal

radioactivity level. The results were two-fold: (f) there seens no con-

gestion in channel maps due to overlapping and (2) radioactivity leve1s in

all channels stand out, prominently shorving variation in radioactivity

levels (1ow, nedium and high) over various geologic units. Further, the

colour contrest and transparencies nade the comparison better between

different channel naps. The only difficulty observed during the interpre-

tation had been the correlations of radiometric response over the sma1l in-

trusive bodies such as granite, arnphibolite and pegmatite in certain areas

which could possibly be due to the large exposures of the surrounding rocks.

In a regional sense, the correlations with the areal geology are generaJ.ly

good. This nethod of presentation of survey data facilitated delineating

the broad scale radiometric features in the study area which are the refle-

ction of various geologic units. The broad scale radiometric features have

been subdivided into six zones, i.e. A, B, C, D E and F in all channel naps.

Zones A and C overly the outcrops of the Willyama Complex, B and F are asso-

ciated with the Torrowangee rock exposures, D shows the radionetric response

over the alluvium covered plain to the east of the triangular shaped

Willyana Complex and E is associated with the Cainozoic deposit in the Mundi

Mundi Plain. Weak to rnoderate radiometric response over the areas occupy-

ing northeastern and southeastern corners of the rnap have been omitted as

they do not make up the part of the Willyama Cornplex as they are younger
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than the Willyama Complex (Palaeozoic).

The I'visual ratios", in a very broad and generalised sense, can be

obtained for U/K, Th/K, U/Th cornparing the channel transparencies without

doing nuch nathenatical calculations. No absolute values in counts per

second have been assigned to either anomalies or geologic units, but instead,

the levels of radioactivity, such as low, nediun or high have been adopted.

3.3.2 Interpretation

The major portion of the triangular shaped area (Fig. 3.7 tn

pocket) is occupied by the Willyana Conplex outcrops whereas Zones B and

F are occupied by the Torrowangee Group. The detailed geological account

of the Willyama Complex has been given in Chapter 2.

Zones B and F trending northwest-southeast, are occupied by the

Torrowangee beds mainly consisting of til1ite, shale, limestone, dolomite,

quartzite, sandstone and siltstone. Fig. 3.7 and Plate 2A are the geolo-

gical naps of the area and show the distribution of lithologic units.

An inspection of overlays, (Fig. 3.7 (2-5)) shows radiometric response

in a1I channels over these zones. From a radionetric viewpoint, no

statistically above nornal radioactivity (al1 channels) was observed over

these zones. An inspection of potassiurn channel (overlay 3) also did not

show above normal radioactivity due to potassium, so it is probable that

the Torrowangee beds contain a very srnall amount of potassium and nay be

rich in Na-feldspar, calciun and silica as indicated by the presence of

rocks such as linestone, dolomite, sandstone, siltstone and shale in these

zones. Quite a few sporadically distributed radiometric anornalies (in nearly

all channels), in Zone F, in places , are not due to the radionetric response

to the Torrowangee beds. The anomalies follow the creek beds and may be due

to the local concentration of radioactive minerals transported by the creeks
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fronl the nearby Willyama Conplex rocks of Zone A.

The radiometric Zone A (trendi.ng northwest-southeast) is related to

the outcrops of the l\¡i1lyama Complex. The ltlilIyama Complex in this zone has

been shown as undifferentiated metasedirnents, mainly schist and sillimanite

schist. Firstly, due to the lack of detailed geologicaL data, it was not

possible to definitely correlate the radioactivity to various rock units.

Secondly, the radiometric response consists of very broad amplitude anomalies

in nearly a1I channel maps. However the higher radiometric response in total

count and potassium channels over the upper half of Zone A suggests that the

rocks are rich in K-feldspar and may possibty show the outcrops of sillinan-

ite. The sillimanite gneiss (high-grade metarnorphic rock) usually contain a

high percent of K-feldspar (Glen, 1978), whereas the radioactivity, due to

uranium and thorium, suggests the normal content of uranium and thoriun

generally encountered in common acidic rocks. The moderate level of radio-

activity (a11 channels) is possibly due to the exposures of granitic gneiss

present in the portion of Zone A.

Radiometric Zone C (a triangular shaped part south of Zone B) con-

sists of the outcrops of the Willyama Complex which consists of schists

(andalusite, chiastolite, carbonaceous schist, sillimanite schist, etc.) and

gneisses (sillimanite gneiss, granite gneiss, augen granite gneiss, etc.)

associated with pegmatites, amphibolites, granite (Mundi Mundi type) and

sulphide-rich rocks. Zone C represents a great deal of variation in litho-

logy and so the variation in radiometric response. Moderate to high radio-

activity generally in all channels and particularly in uranium and thorium

channels (along the western and southwestern parts of the triangle over the

carbonaceous schist, sillinanite schist and davidite-bearing quartz veins)

occurs in the areas of known uranium and thorium mineralisation. As said

earlier, the radiometric response over the smaller intrusive bodies could

not be demonstrated clearly on this regional scale survey but in certain

instances it had been possible to observe weak to moderate radioactivity due

to uranium and potassiun over the granite exposures. In this zone, carbona-
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ceous schist and sillinanite schist seenì to be more radioactive than in

the areas occupied by the andalusite schist and chiastolite schist. Pegmatite

shows a variation in radioactivity due to potassiun and suggests that there

are two types of pegnatites - Na-feldspar and K-feldspar. Very low radio-

activity (a11 channels) was observed over the amphibolites, serpentine and

dolerite outcrops. High amplitude anomalies, total count channel, No. 7

and uranium channel, No. 7, seen in the Mundi Mundi-Mt. Frank area overly

the known uraniurn nineralisation and are described in greater detail in

Chapter 5.

An examination of the thoriun channel shows a high anplitude anomaly

numbered as 3. At the sa¡ne locality, a noderate radioactivity is also seen

in uranium channel No. B. The anomaly No. 3 due to thorium and uranium is

possibly due to the presence of a rnineral which consists of a variety of

thorite referred to by Rayner (Rayner, 1955 and 1957). This particular

thorium anomaly could not be located during the ground geologic and radj-o-

metric investigations. According to Rayner (1957) a very strongly radio-

active brown mineral was found in a small vein. Tests have suggested tliat

the nineral is a variety of thorite. It occurs as grains and nodules in a

partly decomposed and ironstained veinlet of platy bronze biotite with snall

amounts of zircon, qtartz and feldspar. Radioactive concentrates from a

snall watet-course in this area showed garnet, nagnetite, ilnenite, monazite

and a little davidite.

Zone E overlies the Mundi lt{undi Plain which consists of unconsolidated

nediurn to coarse-grained, subrounded sedinents, being in places clayey. The

thickness of these Cainozoic sediments exceeds 500 feet (geological section,

Plate 1A in pocket). Alluvi.al fans are generally common along the Mundi Mundi

Fault scarp. These fans were formed by creeks which flow westerly from the

nearby hi11s mainly consisting of the Willyama Conplex rocks. The sediments

along the fans and further down weae transported and deposited by the seasonal

creeks. Inspection of channel maps (Fig. 3.7) shows a number of smal1

scattered anomalies, especially in uranium, thorium and potassium channels.
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Radiometric response in the uraniun channel shows a group of snall uranium

anomalies (No. 2). The anomalies generally follow the drainage in Zone E.

The anomalies are possibly due to the concentrates of heavy minerals con-

taining radioactive minerals. Anomaly No. I (total count, potassium and

uraniun channels) is related to the outcrop of the Mundi Mundi type granite.

There is no radioactivíty due to thorium over this granite exposure. Anonaly

No. 2 (potassiurn channel) is possibly due to the loca1 increase of clay over

this patch (Qd, Legend, Plate 1A).

Zone D represents a plain which lies east of the nain $li11yama Con-

p1ex. The plain nainly consists of thick Cainozoic sediments except ilr

central, north-eastern and south-I^/estern parts of the map which are occupied

by the outcrops of the Palaeozoic rocks. Sand dunes composed of red sand

and clays are developed at certain places. Nodular calcrete is a conmon

feature near the edge of the dunes. Clay pans, dessicated polygrons and

playas are in this plain in places.

The radiometric anornalies are less as compared to the Mundi Mundi

Plain. An exanination of channel maps shows that the anomalies are sna1l

and sporadic in distribution and wherever present are associated with the

creek beds (anomaly Nos. 3,4,5 and 6 - uranium channel; anomaly Nos. 1

and 2 - thorium channel; anomaly Nos. 3, 4,5 and 6 - potassium). Anomalies

due to uranium and thorium are due to the concentration of heavy sands where-

as potassiun might have been caused due to precipitation of potassium salts

followed by the dessication of creeks because in most cases the streans

carrying sedinents lose their identity in the sand dune or sand plain areas.

Spectrometric studies over the area have shown sone nediurn and high

amplitude anonalies. The anomalies shown on the total count channel map

have been selected on their response, due to uranium and thorium. The Mundi

Mundi granites (except anomaly No. I - uraniurn channel) and pegmatites do

not show above average radioactivity due to uraniun or thorium. Their above

norrnal response, due to potassium, is noticeable. The t'visual comparative

studies" of the above average radioactivity stacked profiles do not show any
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big uraniunì or thorium anomalies. They just show the normal concentra-

tion of different radioactive elements generally encountered in acidic

rocks. The "visual comparativerr spectrometric studies over the Mundi

Mundi type granites and pegmatites (with a few exceptions) show a higher

U/K ratio.

¡,
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CHAPTER 4

THE N{OUN'T ROBE AREA

4.I Introduction

4. 1.1 Location

The study area is situated 21 miles northwest of Broken Hitl

City in the Barrier Ranges and is shown in Fig. 4.I. It conprises

approximately 56 square miles and is bounded by longitudes 141018' and

74lo25f E and by latitudes 31oss, and slo42, S.

4.I.2 Physiographl

The area is one of 1ow to moderate relief usually sparsely covered

by a typically semi-arid vegetation consisting of mulga, dead finish,

beefwood, together with the ever-present saltbush. Because of paucity

of vegetation and lack of overburden (soi1 cover), the rocks are better

exposed in the area except in the northwestern (Mundi Mundi Plain) and

southeastern parts where a thick cover of Cainozoic deposits is present.

The country is well dissected by the creeks. The main creeks are

Cartwright Cree, Big Al1er Creek, Little A1ler Creek and Gun Creek. All

these creeks are not permanent and flow only after heavy rains.

4.2 Geology

The Wiltyama rocks of this area belong to low-grade netamorphisn

and lie within the lvfetamorphic Zone A of Binns (Binns , 1964).

Fig. 4.2 ís a geological nap of the area which shows the distri-

bution of the Willyama rocks.

The northern part of the area is occupied by the Wittyama neta-

sediments consisting of schists, phyllites, slates and quartzites. Sedi-

mentary structures occur in a metamorphosed and deformed sequence of inter-

layered quartzites and phyllites. Layering is present in both phyllites

and quartzites. In phyllites it is represented by the alternation of
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Fig. 4 .2 Geology of the Mt. Robe area and aeroradiometric

anomalies.

Legend

I Alluviun
2 Granite

5 Pegrnatite

4 Amphibolite

5 Willyana Conplex

6 Shear Zone

7 Dip & strike of schistosity
8 Creek.

H.A.A. = High tunplitude Anomaly

M.A.A. = Medlum Amplitude Anonaly'

Overlay 1.

Overlay 2.

Overlay 3.

Overlay 4.

Overlay 5.

Flight line system

Total count anonaly nap

Potassiun anonaly map

Uranium anomaly map

Thoriun anonaly map.

Source of data - geology base from Glen (1978).

Radionetrics conpiled fron a study

of the original airborne spectro-

meter survey data digitally recorded

on magnetic tapes.

Airborne magnetic and radionetric
survey of Broken Hill 1:250,000

sheet area, N.S.W., B.M.R. survey,

L975.
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thin carbon-poor and carbon-rich bands while in quartzites it occurs as

nor¡nal quartzitic compositional bands. The sedimentary structures are

preserved as cross-bedding, graded-bedding, ball and pillow structures.

The whole sequence is strongly deformed into a tight regional fold

(Glen and Laing, 1975).

The southwestern part of the area consists of a series of schists

dipping to the west. The schists, as a result of differential weathering,

show the original bedding planes. They are composed of muscovite, quartz,

biotite, and sericite with varying amounts of nagnetite. One of these

schists contains quartz, muscovite, biotite, sericite, andalusite, si1li-

manite, chloritoid, nagnetite, garnet, and tourmaline. It is well crys-

tallised and well schistosed. The biotite is nearly changed to brownish-

black opaque pseudomorphs. Andalusite (in small grains) is altering to

sericite (Browne, L922).

The central part of the area is occupied by the massive pegrnatites

(P & Pc) . Mawson (1912) says: 'rln no other part of the world can pegmatite

fornations occur on a nore extensive scale'r. The pegmatites are sill-like

bodies filling and flanking the Mount Robe syncline. Their irregular length

can be traced up to 6 niles, Many of the pegmatite bodies enclose the

residual patches of the country rocks (e.g. schist and netaquartzite) and

occur paral1el to an earlier foliation in schist (Leslie Q White, 1955).

The pegrnatites are simple types, consisting of quattz and feldspar.

They are generally coarse-grained, the larger feldspar grain being 4 inches.

The average composition of pegmatites is 60% feldspar (both alkali and

microcline) and 4Oeo quartz (Leslie and White, 1955). Accessory ninerals

include muscovite, garnet and tourmaline. The garnet sometimes makes up

about I0% of the rock. The pegmatites in the atea are pegnatites with

doninant potash feldspar (Browne, 1922). The potassium anonaly nap

(Overlay 5, Fig. 4.2) and the potassiun contour map (Fig. 4.5) shorv the

distribution of potassium in the atea. The pegmatite along the Mundi

Mundi Fault (P) seems to be more potassic than the central pegnatite body
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(Pc) in which potassium seems to be distributed along the northern and

southern margins only.

In the northeastern part of the area there is an outcrop of the

lvfundi Mundi type granite (G). The granite is a leucocratic rock in which

ferromagnesium rninerals do not exceed 4%, wíth a high percentage of mus-

covite. The grain size ranges between nedium-grained and coarse-grained.

According to Leslie and White (1955) this is per-aluminous sodi-potassic

granite. The chenical composition is given ín Table 2.2. Table 3.1 shotvs

the general amounts of uraniurn, thorium and potassiun present in common

rocks.

In the area, the amphibolites can be seen encircling the central

pegnatite (Pc) in a seni-circular fashion. Other exposures are found in

the northwestern part of the area.

The anphibolites in this area belorìg to Zone A of Binns (Binns,

1964),consisting rnainly of about two-thirds hornblende and one-third felsic

nrinerals. A description of amphibolites has been given by Browne (1922)

and Stil1we1l (L922), while Binns (1962) has presented a wealth of des-

criptive, optical and chemical data on these rocks. The anphibolites are

hornblende-plagioclase-quartz amphibolites with green or blue-gr:een horn-

blende (Binns, 1964).

4.3 Cainozoic Geology

Fig. 4.2 is a generalised geological map of the area and shows the

distribution of the Cainozoic aIluvial deposits. The northwestern (Mundi

trfundi Ptain) eastern and southeastern parts of the area are generally

covered with the Cainozoic alluvial deposits. The thickness of these

deposits exceeds tens of feet. In these alluvial deposits, the upper

part of the soil profile consists of very fine to medium-grained subrounded

clear to limonitic stained, occasionally opaque quatrtz, in a sparse white

to ye1low, silty, kaolinitic matrix. The clay is ye1low, light brown,

grey to dark grey, sandy in patches.
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Thin alluvia1 and colluvial deposits ale generally present adjacent

to outcrops. Their thickness varies fron I to 3 feet. They have greatly

obscured the loca1 rock units wherever they are present.

4.4 Spectrornetric Studies

4.4.L Processing and presentation of data

All digitaL data tapes (corrected) were nerged and processed in

the Department of Econornic Geology, University of Adelaide, using Com-

puting Centres CDC 6400 and CDC CYBER 173 conputers. All profiles, flight

path maps, ancl contour maps were drawn using Computing Centrers Calconp

plotter. FulI use was made of the processing of the survey data done

by the B.M.R., details of which are given in Appendix 2.

The geological map, profiles, flight path naps and contour maps

were drawn at l:25,000 scale for detailed interpretation of the spectro-

metric data in the Mount Robe area.

The anomaly maps for total count, potassium, uranium and thorium

channels were prepared, plotting the anomalies along flight lines.

Suto (1977) developed a computer-drawn format for plotting the

survey data in the forrn of contour maps.

In connection with the processing of the airborne survey data,

the contour naps for channels and various ratios were drawn experimentally

Because of the nature of the computer program employing interpolation of

data points, the contours along three flight lines on the top and bottom

sides of all the contour maps, where the contours do not truly reflect the

data and appear to be more or less straight, they should be ignored.

The contour maps for U/K and U/Th ratios h'ere prepared on the basis

of corrected data. All the contour maps are presented in Figs.4.4,4.5,

4.6, 4.7 , 4.8, 4.9 and 4.I0.

4.4.2 Interpretation

All four spectrometer data channels were studied to delineate the

zones of above-normal radioactivity in the Mount Robe area. In each
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channel, the radioactivity rarely exceeds the statistical noise leve1.

The zones of activity, 2 x noise level, and more than 2 x noise level,

are designated as lnoderate and high radioactive zones respectively. There

are no particular zones in the area which real1y contains characteristic

anomalies (except one uranium anomaly, EC, in the southwestern portion of

the area) in any channel. Generally the anonalies are broad with lorv

amplitudes. The anonaly rnaps for four channels were prepared on the basis

of anonaly amplitude as said above. The anomalies were plotted along the

flight lines from computer-drawn profiles on a scale of l:25,000.

An inspection of overlays of l,'ig. 4.2 reveals that the tracts of

rnoderate radioactivity are confined to the northeasteïn, northern and

southwestern portions of the area. The areal distributio¡r of anoma-lies

(broad shape and nediun anplitude) suggests that the radioactivity is

associ-ated with rock exposures and topography. The northeastern tract of

rnoderate radioactivity (total count) overlies the outcrop of the Mundi

Mundi granite (G); the northern moderate radioactivity is due to the ex-

posurîes of the Willyama Complex mainly consisting of phyllites, slates

and quartzites; and southwestern radioactivity is attributable to the ruell

exposed rocks of llJillyarna Complex, conprising mainly of schists. The

variation in amplitude within the moderate radiation zones is attributable

to the bedrock covered by the varying thicknesses of overburden, I to more

than 5 feet thick. The low radioactivity in the northwestern (Mundi Mundi

Plain, Am) and southeastern parts of the area (A) is due to the Cainozoic

alluvial deposits. Some sporadic anomalies in the southeastern portion

follow the drainage.

The spectrornetric studies, Fig. 4.2, (channel anomaly maps) show that

the Mundi Mundi granite and the pegnatites are dominantly potassic. Uranium

is nore widely distributed than thorium, especially in the l4undi lvlundi

granite. Radionetrically the pegmatites seem to be uraniurn-barren.

The anphibolites encircling the pegmatitic bodies and spread in the

northwestern part and south of the pegmatite show very low radiometric
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response. Markedly low radjoactivíty, associated with the anphibolites,

is possibly due to their characteristic basic chemical conposition

(Table 2.I). The anphibolites in the area contain higher portions of

ferronagnesium ninerals, i.e. two-thirds hornblende and one-third felsic

rninerals. There is no definite correlation between the more rnagnetic

lithologies and the zones of higher radioactivity. However, the trends

defined by the radiometric zones do paralle1 some gross magnetic featur:es.

Fig. 4.4 shows the contour map (total count) of the area. The

correlations with the geology (Fig. 4.2) are fairly good. rn particurar,

the linits of the lvlundi Mundi granite (G), and to some extent, of pegma-

tites (P Q Pc) are easily followed.

The nagnetic map of the area is shown in Fig,4.3. The magnetic

map contains a flat area with strong anornalies in the northlestern and

central parts of the area. The flat area coincides with moderate radio-

metric count. The magnetic and radiometric borders follow each other

closely. The pegmatites, in parts, are nlagnetic.

The abundance ratio provides a means of filtering count-Tate

anomalies besides recognising unusual radioelement distribution where

high-count rates rnay not occur. Uranium to thorium ratio (Darnley, f973)

is generally nore specific for potentially economic uranium deposits than

is the uranium to potassium, although the latter provides a wider target

halo. Fig. 4.9 is a uranium to thorium ratio contour map of the lvtount

Robe area. The ratio anomalies appear to be uniforn and relatively con-

stant in their distribution in the northern and southwestern parts of the

area occupied by the outcrops of the Nfundi Mundi granite, and the lllillyana

Conplex rnainly consisting of phyl1ite, slate, quartzíte and schist. No

statistically significant above-average ratio anomalies are observed over

the granite. Over other rock types, one anomaly (EC) which lies in the

southwestern part of the nap is caused by the uraniun mineralisation in

the Eldee Creek Shear Zone. Sone small ratio anomalies in the northwestern

and southh/estern parts of the area may be due to similar causes. These
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anomalies overlie the drainage and are possibly due to the concentration

of heavy minerals washed down from the nearby rocks, tïansported and de-

posited along the creeks. They are patchy and follovr the creeks.

In the western, central and southwestern parts of the area, there

are at least more than fifteen very strong above-average ratio (average

ratio = 0.92) anomalies. When compared with uranium and thorium channel

contour naps, it is observed that in fact uranium does not go up but

thorium goes down. Another cause, possibly, is that the outcrops are very

Iimited in these areas which could be responsible for higher uraniurn to

thorium ratio. As said earlier in this section, the abundance of K, u

and Th radioelements renain relatively constant over a wide range of rock

types, it is rather an unusual situation.

An inspection of Fig. 4.8 (uranium to potassium ratio contour map)

shows the distribution of ratio anomalies. The maxinun, minimurn and

average ratios are 0.ó, 0.03 and 0.2 respectively. The Mundi. Mundi

granite (G) shows slightly greater than above-average ratio anornalies ín

patches. The felsic rocks (granite, syenite) are mor:e radioactive than

nafic and ultrabasic rocks (Table 3.1). The prinary reason is the greater

abundance of potassiun feldspar in felsic rocks. Also, increased mica

(muscovite and biotite) content can increase the radioactivity of the rocks.

As nentioned earlier in Section 4.2, the Mundi Mundi granite contains a

higher percentage of muscovite, therefore it is nore likely that these

patchy anornalies are possibly related to the outcrops of the granite with

local concentration of radioactive elements. The pegmatites exhibit less

than average ratio which is flat but constant in distribution. The Eldee

Creek uranium nineralisation (EC) stands out prominantly on the ratio map.

The sporadic, strong and above-average ratio anomalies in the northwestern

and southeast.ern parts overly the drainage. These ratio anomalies are

perhaps due to the concentration of black sands (heavy minerals) derived

fron the adjacent outcrops and concentrated along the creek beds.
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Fig. 4.IL Spectroneter stacked profiles for K, U and Th along

flight line No. 3665 showing uranium anonaly over the

Eldee Creek (EC) area.
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Spectrometric studies over the Mt. Robe area shows the variation

in lithology. Although the coinptex stTucture and overburden present in

the area do not allow to delineate the boundaries between various rock

types, even then the results obtained represent a better picture of the

area. There is a great remarkable similarity between the total count

and potassium contour maps (Figs. 4.4 and 4.5). rn both the naps the

strong gradient around the boss of the Mundi Mundi granite (northeastern

part, G) and encircling the central pegmatite body (Pc) shorvs their con-

tact with the alluvium. Radiometric lows around the central .pegmatites

are related to the exposures of arnphibolites. In the northern part of

the nap (Fig. 4.4) the anomalies generally trending N-S are possibly asso-

ciated with the exposures of bands. Fig. 4.5 shows that the sillinanite

schists in the southtvestern part of the nap are rnore potassic altd lead to

suggest that they were derived from sedinents rich in kaolinitic rnatter

as described by Glen (1978). An abrupt change in radiometric response in

the northwestern part (Fig. 4.4) is related to the change in lithology

and rock exposures. This radiometric change seems to follow the Mundi Mundi

fault scarp (border between Am and P). The similar feature is also ob-

served in the potassium channel (Fig. 4.5). A group of anomalies, in the

figures just mentioned, present in the southwestern par.t of the niaps

are related to the outcrops of sillinanite schist which contain more

K-feldspar than other schists present in the area.

An inspection of Fig. 4.10 shows a number of small anomalies around

the central pegrnatite (Pc). Although the anomalies are not distinctly

sharp and strong, their presence shows that this pegmatite may have some

bearing on the rare earthrs mineralisation.

EVALUATION OF RADIOMETRIC ANOMALIES

f'he moderate radioactivity (less than 2 x stistical noise)

generally overlies the northeastern, northern, rn/estern and southwestern

parts of the Mount Robe area. The radioactivity is due to the outcrops
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and topograplÌy. Only one positive radiometric anomaly, due to uraniurn

was established which lies in the southwestern ccrner of the area

(Fig. 4.2). This uranium anomaly (EC) was picked from uranium pr:ofiles

along flight line No. 5665 (Fig. 5.11), u/K ratio conrour nap (Fig. 4.8)

and u/Th ratio contour map (Fig. 4.9). The anomaly did not show up in

the total count anomaly map (Fig. 4.2, overlay 2) or the total count con-

tour map (Fig. 4.4).

The only aerial significant uraniurn anomaly in the area is due to

secondary uranium mineral, autunite, in schist confined to a shear zone as

reported by Rayner (1957). Rayner also named the shear zone as the Eldee

Creek Shear. The shear zone trends NE-SIV and is of variable thickness from

a few inches to 20 feet. The zone is occupied by grey biotite-quartz

schist with iron-stained patches. The schist seems to be transgressive

and cuts the surrounding rocks, anphibolites, quartz tourrnaline rock and

pegmatites. Quartz veins are common in the shear zone.

Edwards and McAndrew (1954) carried out the rnineragraphic studies

of the schist. According to them, 'ta slightly weathered biotite-quartz

schist, the biotite partially bleached and discoloured by linonite, the

quartz partly as grains showing strain and fracturing and partly as rnicro-

crystalline aggregates drawn out parallel to the schistosity as a result of

recrystallisation during shearing. Limonite minerals have partially re-

placed qvattz and form narrow sheets along the cleavage of biotite". The

accessory rninerals identified by them were mica, tourmaline, iron oxide,

apatite, a titaniun dioxide (anatase or brookite). The autunite occurs

along ironstained cracks oblique to the schistosity. Assays of the autunite-

bearing schist (Rayner, f957) are in the order of 0.2 percent Ug0g.

A radiometric ground survey could not delineate a continuation of

the radioactive mineralisation due to increasing thickness of the over-

burden. Radioactivity higher than normal radioactivy, due to uranium in

the schist, was recorded over the ironstained patches of the schist.
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Secondary uranium mineralisation (autunite) in iron-stained patches within

the schist could possibly be due to absorption of uraniun by iron oxide as

described by Lovering (1955) that uraniurn minerals in an oxidising sul-

phide environment, go into solution in acid sulphate waters as uranyl

sulphate, in the presence of ferric sulphate. l{hen these acid waters are

neutralized, ferric sulphate hydrolises to fornr col1oidal ferric oxide

hydrate. This absorbs the uranyl ion and removes most of the uraniurn from

the solution. As the colloidal ferric oxide hydrate ages, it crystallizes

to forrn goethite, and in this process nost of the uranium is expelled to

fornr particles of secondary uranium rninerals in the resulting linonite.

The occurrences of iron oxide containing small percentages of uranium are

widespread (McKelvey, et al. 1956). Uranium-bearing iron oxides fron the

shear zone of Bihar, India, have been reported by Karkhanavala (1958) where

rich deposits of copper sulphides, apatite-nagnetite and uraniferous

nineral veins occur along the Singhbhun Shear Zone, in Bihar, India and

secondary uraniurn rninerals associated with hematite have been observed.

As said earlier that the quartz veins are conmon throughout the Eldee Creek

Shear Zone. The lowest radioactivity in all channels (Total count,

potassium, uranium and thorium) was recorded over these quartz veins. No

prinary uranium minerals were observed to be associated with them.

The rnaximum radioactivity registered was slightly greater than three

tines the normal background radioactivity. The pegnatites in this area

are barren as far as radioactivity is concerned.
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CHAPTER 5

DETAILED AIRBORNE SPECTROMETRIC STUDIES

IN THE MUNDI MUNDI - MOUNT IjRANKS AREA

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Location

Fig. 5.1 is a locality nap of the study area comprising approxi-

rnately about 115 square mi1es. It is situated 18 miles northwest of

Broken Hill City and lies between longitude s I4IoLzr and I4Io25r E and

latitudes 3Io42f and 51050' S.

5.7.2 Physiography

The area represents varying physiographic features, from snooth

plains through the rolling hil1s to highly rugged and rough hills. It

typically shows semiarid vegetation comprising mulga, dead finish, beef-

wood and ever-present saltbush, whereas the creek beds support the vege-

tation of gum trees. Because of paucity of vegetation the good rock ex-

posures are present in the central and western parts of the area.

The western part of the area across the Mundi Mundi Fault scarp is

occupied by a smooth plain known as the Mundi Mundi Plain. The central

part lying between the Mundi I'lundi Fault scarp and the Mount Franks Shear

Zone conprises highly rugged and rough ridges. The ridges generally run

from south to north, i.e. from Umberumberka Dam through Mundi Mundi

Trignometric Station and thence north. The eastern part across the Mount

Franks Shear Zone is an area which consists of hills of low to noderate

height with alluvia1 plains between then.

The country is well dissected by four major creeks; the Eldee Creek,

the Mundi Mundi Creek, Stephens Creek and Lakes Gtave Creek. These creeks

are not perrnanent and flow only after heavy rain.
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5.2 Geology

Fig. 5.2 is a geological nap of the Mundi Mundi-lt{ount Frank-s area

which shows the distribution of the Willyama rocks and the Cainozoic de-

posits.

In the Mundi ltfundi area the rocks belong to the Mundi Mundi Group

(Andrews, 1922). They form hi.ghly rugged and rough ridges passing fron

Umberunberka Dan through the Mundi ltfundi Trignonetric Station and thence

north. The area has been mapped in detail by Glen and Laing (1975). The

Willyama Complex, in the Mundi Mundi area (Glen, 1978), consists of a thick

sequence of andalusite schists passing eastwards into qua.rtzites with inter-

bedded andalusite schists. These sequences are underlain by sillinanite

schists to the west and to the east they are faulted against the sillimanite

schists. Repetition of beds due to close folding is frequent. The rocks

are excellently exposed.

In the Mount Franks and Apollyon Valley, to the east of the Mundi

Mundi ruins, the rocks belong to the Great Western Basin of Andrews

(Andrews, 1922; G1en,1978; and Gustafson, et aI. 1950). Here, the sedi-

ments are an alternating sequence of andalusite + biotite + muscovite +

quartz schist (pelite) and quartz + muscovite + biotite + garnet + andalu-

site quartzite (psannite) (Glen and Laing, (1975)). Sitlimanite is also

comnon here. It is difficult to make the correlation due to recumbent

folding. Sedimentary structures such as ripple narks, graded bedding, cross

bedding, flarne structures aÌe well preserved. Bold and rnassive outcrops

forn rugged and rough ridges which run from north to south. The outcrops

are fairly good in this area.

To the east of the Mount Franks Shear Zone there is a zone which com-

prises the thin alternating beds of schist and quartzite with rare silli-

manite but in whicl" rnica, feldspar, and chloritoid ninerals are well de-

veloped. Garnet is only developed along the contact zones of certain

pegmatite si1ls. The rocks have been closely folded with the production

of corrugated basins and arches which cause difficulty in napping. The
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rocks have been affected by pronounced movements of crushing and fauttìng.

Large sil1s of anphibolite, augen gneiss, pegmatite and granite are present

throughout the zone. Cross-cutting dykes of granite and dolerite are also

common. The whole zone represents a scene of an I'igneous complexr'. the

rock exposures are generally very poor in this zone.

In the central and western parts of the study area, numerous and

large si11s of anphibolites, pegnatites and granites, together with cross

tongues of granite, are conmon associates of the Willyama metasediments.

Pegmatites are in the forn of discontinuous lenses and the amphibolite is

of the spotted variety. The granite is leucocratic fine to mediun-grained

and is of Mundi Mundi type.

Fron a netamorphism viewpoint the rvhole area falIs within the low-

grade of metarnorphic Zone A of Binns (Binns, 1964).

5.3 Cainozoic Geology

An inspection of Fig. 5.2 reveals that the western part of the

area across the Mundi Mundi Fault is occupied by the Mundi Mundi Plain.

The thickness of the Quaternary deposits in the Mundi Mundi Plain exceeds

500 feet as shown by drilling and the magnetic contour map. The sedinents

consist mainly of iron-stained fine to medium-grained subrounded clear to

opaque quartz in a white to yellow silty kaolinitic matrix. The eastern

portion of the map is fi1led with alluviurn transported by the creeks flowing

in that part. The alluvial cover consists of fine to nedium-grained sedi-

ments, in places being silty to clayey. The colour varies from yellow to

grey.

In the central part of the area the occumence of outcrops of

Willyama rocks is good. The residual overburden adjacent to the outcrops

is a common feature in this area. The thickness of the overburden ranges

between 1 and 5 feet. The presence of the overburden has not merely ob-

scured the bedrocks but has also affected the radioactivity of the bedrocks.

The radioactivity decreases with the increasing thickness of the soil cover.
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Legend (contrd)
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18 Track
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Fie. 5.2 Geology of the Mtrndi Mundi-Mt. Franks area and aeroradionetric anonalies.

tegend

I Alluviun
2 Granite

3 Pegnatite

4 Granitoid (pegmatite Q granite)
5 Atnphibolite

6 lVillyana Complex consisting of:
ss = sillinanite schist
sg = sillinanite gneiss

as = andalusite schist
cs = chiastoli.te schist
P, - potosi gneiss

7 Boundary of outcrop

8 Probable boundary of outcrop

9 Dip G strike of schistosity
10 Trend mapped

11 Trend, photo interpretation
12 Shear zone

13 Fold with plunge

L4 Syncline

t5 Anticline
16 Pegnatite dyke
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5.4 Spectrometric Studies

5.4.1 Processing and presentation of data

The processing of airborne spectronìeter survey data related to

the Mundi Mundi-Mount Franks area is similar to that which has been des-

cribed in Chapter 4 and Appendix 2.

For detailed studies, the geological nap, profiles along flight

lines (for various channels and ratios) and flight path maps were drawn

at Ii25,000 scale.

The anomaly maps for four channels were prepared by plotting the

anonalj.es fron the computer-drawn profiles along flight lines showing

their widths (at half anomaly amplitude) and intensity of radioactivity as

amplitude. the anonalies have been shown as high, medium or low amplitudes

rather than counts per second, overlays (Fig. 5.2). The anornalies and

leve1s of radioactivity were calculated against the noise level of nornal

radioactivity over the geologic units. The anomalies have been cal1ed the

high anplitude, medium amplitude and low anplitude and were calculated as

5 or > 3 X noise leve1, 2 X noise level and I X noise level respectively.

Isles (1978) established a conputer-drawn forrnat for displaying air-

borne gamma-Tay spectrometer, magnetometer and radio altineter profiles of

which Figs. 5.4,5.5 and 5.6 are examples. This is fully corrected ðata.

The corrections such as background subtraction, height correction, energy

stripping and filtering were applied by the B.Nf.R. The corrected data

were recorded on magnetic tapes which were acquired by the Departnent of

Econo¡nic Geology, University of Adelaide in Late 1977. The detail of pro-

cessing of the airborne spectrometer survey data is given in Appendix 2.

In these three examples three stacked profiles,each figure is shown all

relating to the same flight line. The successive sanpling intervals are

shown as fiducial nurnbers along the flight line.

During the course of examination of the computer-drawn spectrometer

profiles, it was observed that the high anplitude anornalies in all channels
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plotted along the flight lines (overlays, Fig.5.2), are generally not

quite sharp and hardly reach 3 X noise leve1 of normal radioactivity in

the study area. Low and moderate anrplitude anomalies when compared with

the geology of the area give a general idea about the distribution of

radioactivity over various rock types. The low anplitude and less than

moderate amplitude anomalies have been onitted in Fig. 5.2 to avoid con-

gestion. The uranium anomalies were selected studying the spectrometer

and ratio (U/K and U/Th) profiles along flight lines. The selected anoma-

lies are shown after locality names (abbreviated) hrith their corresponding

flight line nunbers (overlay 4, Fig. 5.2).

5.4.2 Interpretation

The radiation to be recorded in airborne radiometric neasurements

comes fron the layer consisting of the few uppernost inches of the over-

burden or bedrock exposures. Fig. 5.2 is a geological map of the study

area. The area lying between the Mundi Mundi Fault and the Mt. Franks

Shear Zone has a higher percentage of outcrop, 30eo of the total area. The

Mundi lfundi plain (north-western portion of the area) and the area south

of Parnamoota Homestead are covered by the unconsolidated Cainozoic sedi-

ments. In the southeastern portion of the area the rock exposures are

very limited.

The distribution of uranium, thoriun and potassiun in connon rocks

depends on several factors and can be described by criteria established

by general rock types present in the area. Nearly all felsic rocks are

nore radioactive than rnafic rocks. The prinary reason is the greater abun-

dance of potassiun feldspar in felsic rocks. Two of the more conmon

accessory minerals - monazite and zircon are radioactive and are generally

confined to felsic rocks. Increased nica (nuscovite and biotite) content

can increase the radioactivity of the rock. White making the interpreta-

tion of radionetric response over the study area, the direct comparison of

aeroradioactivity rnap patterns (al1 channels) with geologic map pattern

was employed. Many geologic factors such as topography, lithology and
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soil were considered in evaluating the radiometric response. Frorn an inter-

pretative method viervpoint, the overlays for various channels were used for

correlation with the areal geology which are shown in Fig. 5.2. The corre-

lations with the geology are generally very good, particularly with the

area lying between the Mundi Mundi Fault and Mt. Franks Shear Zone where

the rocks are better exposed. Further, the rating of the anomalies was

verified studyzl¡g the ratio profiles plotted along the corresponding ftight

1ines.

The overlays 2,3,4 and 5 of Fig. 5.2 show the radionetric respLìnse

in the total count, potassiun, uranium and thorium channels respectively.

An inspection of overlays 2, 3 and 4 shows that the tract of higher radio-

activity, due to total count, potassium and uranium generally occur ovel'

the Brinkworth (BlV) and Mundi Mundi (Iß{) areas. In overlay 5 (thorium)

the moderate radioactivity overlies a zone trending NE-SW in the eastern

part of the nap. During the examination of the channel overlays it was ob-

served that the hi,gher radiometric response, due to potassium and uraniun

was confined to different lithologies at different places. In the Brinkworth

(BW) area the rock mainly consists of the Mundi Mundi carbonaceous subfacies

as described by Glen (1978). This carbonaceous schist is of a dark, brownish-

black, glossy and fine-grained schist, a good deal crumpled and with occa-

sional crystals of chiastolite. The rock is well bedded in layers from half

an inch to trtro inches thick, alternatively finer and coarser. The ground

fabric is full of a black dusty material which is partly iron oxide, but

partly carbonaceous matter. According to Browne (1922) the rock consists of

1.82 percent of carbon. Fine rnuscovite and biotite are also present as

accessory minerals. The common associates of the carbonaceous schist are

pegmatites, granitoids and granite. Other tract of higher radioactivity

due to uranium and potassiun, is related to the exposures of grey mica-

qua'rtz schist in the Mundi Mundi (l'44) area. The radioactive schistose belt

seems to be up to 100 feet wide and more than 1000 feet 1ong. The schist
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is associated with gneisses, pegmatites and granite. A large granitic

boss (central granite which cuts the pegnatite) crops out less than 2 miles

to the east. The granites are of Mundi lt{undi type described already in

Chapter 2. Moderate levels of radioactivity due to total count, potassium

and uraniun hrere observed east of the King Gunnia copper mine, Lakes Nob

and Day Dream areas. East of King Gunnia and in Lakes Nob areas, moderate

radioactivity is related to the outcrops of a nedium to fine-grained, light

grey mica-quartz schist with some copper rnineralisation (copper carbonate).

Amphibolites and pegnatites (Na-feldspar) are the conmon associates of the

schist. In the vicinity of Day Drean the noderate radioactivity is related

to the rock exposures of the sulphide-rich (silver-lead sulphide) rocks and

mine waste.

An exanination of overlay 5, Fig. 5.2, shows that there is no statis-

tically higher radioactivity due to thorium in the study area. Moderate

radioactivity was observed only in the eastern part of the nap. The tract

of noderate radioactivity runs NE-SW. When conpared with the areal geology

it was observed that this tract generally follows the outcrops of the peg-

matites. Similar radiometric response was also observed in potassiurn

channel overlay. From a uranium mineralisation point of view, these peg-

natites seem to be'uraníum-barren. The moderate radiometric response, due

to thorium, suggests that these pegmatites night contain some amount of

rare earths.

An inspection of potassiun channels, leads to the suggestion that

there are two types of pegnatites - potassic and sodic feldspar pegrnatites.

The K-feldspar pegmatites generally occupy the upper half of the area while

the Na-feldspar pegrnatites happen to be distributed in the lower half of

the area.

In examining the ratio profiles for U/K, U/Th and Th/K it was ob-

served that some of the granite outcrops showed higher U/K and U/Th ratios

while sorne showed higher Th/K ratio. The granitic outcrops adjacent and
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east of MM anornaly showed higher U/K and U/'fh ratio, Fig. 5.7. 'fire

central granitic body had a higher Th/K ratio. The specimens of Mundi

Mundi type cf granite collected from different places in the Willyama Complex

gave similar chenical conposition (Mawson, I9I2; Brown, 1922 and Leslie and

l{hite, 1955). The only difference lies in their physical appearance such as

colour and grain size, described in Chapter 2. The variation of U/Th ratio

over various granite exposures suggests a vertical variation in the compo-

sition of pregranitic source rocks coupled with the formation of magma at

different 1evels.

The radiometric response in all channels shows very low radioactivity

over the outcrops of amphibolites (basic rocks).. A snall number of low to

rnoderate radioactivity, due to uranium was observed over the Cainozoic cover

over the lfundi Mundi plain and south of Purmamoota Homestead along the beds

of creeks. Small and sporadic anomalies along the drainage might have been

caused due to the concentration of heavy minerals.

Spectrometric studies carried out over the study area revealed that

the Mundi Mundi carbonaceous subfacies and grey nica-quartz schists are

higher in radioactivity due to potassium and uranium. The radioactivity,

due to uranium, is higher in the carbonaceous schist (BW) along the carbon-

rich bands and can be followed for a long distance (2 km) along the strike,

overlay 4, Fig. 5.2. The grey mica-quartz schist shows higher radioactivity

due to uranium over the iron-stained patches. Sillinanite schist and anda-

lusite schist are moderately radioactive, due to potassium and uranium,

Variable weak to moderate radiometric response, due to potassium

and uranium hras observed over the exposures of granite. The amphibolite

gave very low radioactivity in all channels. The pegmatitic outcrops ex-

hibited varying radioactivity (due to potassium), from moderate to high.

Moderate to high radioactivity (total count channel) when compared

with the total magnetic intensity rnap of the area, it was observed that

there hras no direct correlation of nagnetic highs to radionetric highs. In

certain instances, especially in the Brinkworth, Mundi Mundi and King Gunnia
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areas the radionetric highs seem to overlie the magnetic lows and rnn

parallel to each other.
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Fis.5.3 Total nagnetic intensity contour map of the

Mundi Mundi-Mount Franks area.

Source of data - taken from airborne magnetic and

radiometric survey of Broken Hill 1:250,000 sheet

area, N.S.W. B.M.R. survey, 1975 (unpublished).
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Fis. 5.4 Stacked profiles of total nagnetic intensity, total count and

radio altineter along flight line No. 3840.

Source of data - compiled from a study of the original airborne

nagnetic and radionetric survey data digitally

recorded on nagnetic tapes (detailed survey).

Airborne nagnetic and radionetric survey of

Broken Hill 1:250,000 sheet area, N.S.W. ,

B.M.R. survey, 1975 (unpublished).
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Fie. 5.5 Stacked profiles of potassium, uranium and thoriurn along

flight line No. 3840.

Source of data - compiled fron a study of the original airborne spectroneter

survey data digitally recorded on nagnetic tapes (detailed

survey).

Airborne nagnetic and radionetric survey of Broken Hill

1:250,000 sheet area, N.S.W., B.M.R. survey, 1975 (unpublished).
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Fig. 5.6 Stacked profiles of U/Th, U/K, and ThlK along flight line No. 3840.

Source of data - conpiled fron a study of original airborne spectrometer

survey data digitally recorded on magnetic tapes

(detailed survey). Airborne nagnetic and radionetric

survey of Broken Hill 1:250,000 sheet area, N.S.W.,

B.M.R. survey, 1975 (unpublished).
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Fig. 5.7 Stacked profiles of U/Th, U/K, q Th/K ratios in the Mtrndi Mundi area.

Arrows show the various ratios over granite outcrop (Mundi Mundi type

granite).

Source of data - compiled fron a study of original airborne spectrometer

survey data digitally recorded on the nagnetic tapes

(detailed survey).

Airborne magnetic and radionetric survey of Broken Hill

l:250,000 sheet area, N.S.W., B.M.R. survey, 1975 (unpublished).
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EVALUATION OF RADIOMETRIC ANOMALIES

The u::anium anomalies were selected studying the detailed airborne

spectrometer survey data over the lt{undi Mundi-Mt. Franks atrea. The anornalies

were found to occur over Brinkworth, Mundi Mundi, King Gunnia and Day Drearn

areas which are shown in the uranium overlay as BlV, MM, KG and DD respectively.

Detailed ground geologic and radiometric investigations showed that invariably

all the anomalies were found over the areas where the uranium rnineralisation is

known to occur, reported by Rayner (1957). During the ground spectrometer surve)¡

a portable four channel galûna-ray differential spectrometer was used and is des-

cribed in Appendix 4.

Anomaly BW

Inspection of overlay 4, Fig . 5.2 shows that high amplitude airborne

anornalies due to uranium were detected along three consecutive flight 1ines,

3840,3850 and 3865 by the spectroneter. The anornalies are related to an out-

crop of the Mundi Mundi Carbonaceous Subfacies which strikes nearly north to

south and dips at an angle of 50-60 degrees to the west. The carbonaceous

schist consists of two low hills deeply dissected by a creek. Ground radio-

¡netric observations showed that an increased radiation, three to five times

that of the nornal background count was recorded over an exposure of 150-250

feet wide and approxinately 3000 feet north of an arm of the Mundj lt4undi Creek.

The highest radioactivity was registered over the carbon-rich bands in the

schist. The radioactivity (2-3X norrnal background) was also recorded over the

ironstained (dusty yellow) patches due to secondary uranium mineral autunite,

as reported by Rayner (Rayner, 1957). The other hill further up north gave

no statistically higher radiometríc response, due to thick (2-4 feet) soil

cover. Here, the rock exposures are extremely small and Tare. Ti+o pits

measuring 2 x 3 feet were dug along the strike over this hill and the radio-

netric response recorded was 2-3 tines that of the nornal background count of

the surface reading over the hill. In the absence of subsurface drilling

data, it seems improper to assign any economic importance to the carbonaceous

schist. It is probable that some time later it nay prove to be a low-grade
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economic deposit.

Anomaly MM

The high amplitude anomaly due to uranium was picked up by the

airborne spectronìeter along the flight line 3891. This aerial anomaly

was recorded over the Mundi Mundi uranium prospect as described by Rayner

(1957). The radioactivity in the Mundi Mundi area was first discovered

by A.J. Polkinghorne and G.W. Patterson in 1953. The prospect is situated

in the higltly rugged and rough hills, 2 miles north of the Mundi Mundi

Trignometric Station. The prospect consists of two tTenches along the

slope of a hill. The upper trench is appr:oxinately 25 feet 1ong, 6 feet

wide and 5-6 feet deep. The lower trench, which lies at a distance of 400

feet down slope and nearly 200 feet west to the upper trench is 15 feet

long, 5 feet rvide and 4-6 feet deep and terninates abruptly in the creek

against granite (Mundi }fundi type granite) body. Ground radionetric ob-

servations were rnade over these trenches and in the nilieu of prospect.

The radioactivity (10-15 X normal background count), due to uraniurn and

potassium was observed in the trenches, particularly over the iron-stained

patches. The radiometric readings, 2-4 times that of normal background

count rvere recorded over a schistose belt of 250 feet wide and 900 feet

long. Higher counts were confined to a belt of 35 feet wide and approxima-

tely 400 feet long which is sheared and stained with iron oxide (brown

colour) in places. On the evidence of radiometric and fluorinetric analyses,

Rayner suggested that the radioactivity which is highest in the ferruginous

band, is caused by uranium rnineralisation (probably secondary) is out of

order. The radioactivity, due to uraniurn, occurs in grey mica-quartz

schists and biotite-sillinanite schists in an undeterrnined form.

The schists were checked radiometrically in the Mundi Mundi atea,

especially the section along one of the arms of the Mundi Mundi Creek which

flows approximately south to north. The radioactivity recorded over the

schist exposures and the section along the Mundi Mundi Creek was of the
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order of 2-3 times that of normal background count in the uranium and

potassium channels. The granite exposures in the immediate vicinity of

the prospect and east of the MM anomaly, adjacent to the Mundi Mundi

Creek, gave slightly higher than nornal background radiornetric response i-n

all channels. Uraniun counts were 2-3 times greater than thoriun counts

over the granite outcrops. The close spatial relationship of these granites

to the prospect suggests that they might have been a source of uranium

nineralisation in this area through a mediun of ground water.

Anonaly KG

This weak to moderate amplitude aerial anonaly is associated with

the outcrops of fine-grained grey nica-quartz schists with traces of copper

mineralisation, and copper carbonate. The schist, in places, is traversed

by nurnerous quartz veins and feldspar pegmatites. The thick overburden

has obscured the local geology. The ground radiometric investigation

showed only a moderate radioactivity due to uranium over the rock exposures.

The radiometric response hardly reached twice that of the norrnal background

radioactivity. The negative radionetric response over the pegmatites

suggests that they are Na-feldspar pegmatites. Very low radioactivity was

recorded over the quartz veins.

Anonaly DD

This aerial anonaly is associated with one of the mine dumps (silver-

lead sulphide) close to the Day Drean Smelter, and is also known as Hen-and-

Chickens. The outcrops are very rare in this area. The whole area is a

flat alluvial covered plain. Ground radiometric checkings were carried out

over the mine dumps. Only one mine durnp gave higher readings, due to

uranium. Ihe readings h¡ere in the range of 2-3 tines that of the nornal

background. A mine shaft next to the Day Drearn Snelter was also checked.

Day Dream lode systen is an o1d silver-lead nine of Thackaringa type (vein

type). The lode formation dips to the southeast at 50 degrees and is over-

lain and underlain by the Mundi Mundi type granite.
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The highest radioactivity, due to uranium measured in the mine

shaft was 10-15 times that of surface radioactivity. The higher count

rate nay be due to the solid angle effect. The higher readings weïe ïe-

corded over the linonitic bands in the oxidised zone. According to Rayner,

the radioactivity results from uranium minerals of unknown cornposition, is

commonly less than 0.1 percent Ur0, and is highest in the surface section

of the oxidised zone, declining in intensity but persisting in some degree

in deeper workings.

The uranium association rÀrith limonite seems to be sinilar as already

nentioned. The close spatial relationship of the Mundi Mundi type granite

is noteworthy from the point of view of uranium mineralisation.
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TABLE 6.1

STJMMARY OF RADIOACTIVE DEPOSITS

Deposits

Day Dream

Mundi Mundi

Uranium
minerals

(?)
unidentified

(?)
unidentified

(?)
unidentified

Thoriun
ninerals

Type of
minerals

Secondary

Thackaringa

Copper Blow Torbernite

Broken Hill Uraninite
(traces )

Great Western

Davide Brannerite Prirnary

Associated
rocks

Pegnatites, aplites,
granites, sillimanite-
and mica-schists and
granitic gneiss.

Quart z -biotite-s ericite
schist with nagnetite.

Pegmatite, sillinanite-
schist

Mica-quart z -schist
and biotite-sillimanite-

schist

Associated
rninerals

Rutile, hematite, rnagnetite,
quartz, feldspar, muscovite
and fluorite.

Oxidised Zone.
Hematite, Iinonite,
magnetite, nalachite,
azurite & chrysocolla
Sutphide Zone.
Magnetite, pyrite.

Biotite and carbon-
bearing nineral (?) .

Iron oxide

Iron oxide

Iron oxide

Associated
base metals

Copper
Malachite, azuríte,
chrysocol 1a
(Oxidized Zone).

Chalcopyrite
(Sulphide Zone).

Silver, lead, zinc

Silver, lead, zinc
and copper.

Silver, lead and
copper (traces).

Copper (traces)

I

2

Prinary Pegnatised gneiss

Secondary

Secondary Schist, granite

Secondary

P
O
N)



TABLE 6.1 (contfd)

SUMMARY OF RADIOACTIVE DEPOSITS

Deposits

Brinkworth

Eldee Creek

Centennial

Uranium
rninerals

Autunite

Thoriun
minerals

Type of
minerals

Secondary &

prinary (?)

Associated
rocks

Carbonaceous
schist

Biotite-quartz
schist

biotite-quartz-
gneiss

Secondary

monazite Primary

Associated
ninerals

Iron oxide and
carbonaceous matter

Linonite

Biotite, quartz
and feldspar

Associated
base metals

Copper (malachite)

Fo
3
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CIIAPTER 6

R¡.DIOACTIVE IvÍINERALISATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF DEPOSITS

INTRODUCTION

A ful1 account of the general characteristics and associations of

radioactive mineralisation in the Lower Proterozoic lVill1,ana Complex in the

Broken Hill district, New South l{ales, is described here. The uranium

occumences in various parts of the study area reported by Rayner (i957)

have been classified as veirì type and infillings in shear zones (Eldee Creek,

Mundi Mundi, Copper Blow, Thackaringa). They all occur in the Lower Pro-

terozoic IVillyana Conplex schists and may be genetically related to the

Mundi Mundi type granite. The Thackaringa davidite beJt may be related to

end-phase granite activity. In the Mundi Mundi, Eldee Creek, Day Dream and

Lake Nob areas there is a close spatial relationship to the Mundi Mundi t1'pe

granite; and other minor occurrences are in pegmatites. The Mundi Mundi

granite and pegmatite, with a few exceptions, show higher U/K, Th/K and Ll/Th

ratios. It is therefore suggested that these Mundi Mundi granites and .asso-

ciated pegmatites are possibly the potential source for uraniun and thorium

nineralisation in this area. While uranium is associated with lesser or

greater amounts of silver-lead-zinc rnineralisation (Day Dream, Great l\lestern,

Gypsy Girl) not r¡any silver-lead-zinc deposits carry significant uranium. A

snall amount of uranium has been recorded in the Broken Hill Lode. Uraniun

has been found with copper in the Copper Blow area, whereas its association

with iron oxide is remarkably seen in the Eldee Creek, Mundi Mundi, Brink-

worth, and Day Drearn areas. Practically all the uranium mineralisation is

of the epigenetic type except Brinkworth, Copper Blow and Great Western areas

which are possibly syngenetic types. Table 6.1 shows a sunmary of the known

deposits of the study area and Fig. 6.1 shows the location of the deposits

described in this chapter.

URANIUM DEPOSITS

6. I I'hackaringa Deposit

Primary uraniun mineralisation is found in veins and irregular lenses
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of pegmatite, in quartz veins of quartz-rich sections of pegtnatite, in aplite,

in red aplitic granite, in laminated quartz-feldspar r.ock, in sericitj.sed and

biotite schistose rock in the Thackaringa area rvithin the Albert Shear Zone.

Davidite, an iron-uraniurn titanate, is the primary uranium mineral. Wi.thin the

uranium lodes, the davidite occurs as grains, small lenticula:: pods and vein-

1ets. Irregular nests and bunches of davidite are also commonly seen in the

lodes. In all these occurrences the nineralisation is sporadic and the

davidite-bearing patches do not exceed 4-5 inches in length. Tholium minerals,

thorite and rnonazite also occur, associated with davidite in places. All these

radioactive m;-neralisations are confined within the Albert Shear Zone which is

a curved shear zone considered by Rayner to have an inportant relationship to

the uranium mineralisation. The belt to which the knorvn davidite occurl'ences

are confined is 6 miles in length and more than half a mile in rvidth. The

greater part of this belt has low relief and outcrops are rare, due to thick

overburden. Rayner concluded that following early folding and metamorphi.sm

with some granitisation of the original sediments, there v/as cross-folding,

faulting, crushing, and attenuation. Serpentine wa-s introduced at this stage

or at a latet stage. Subsequently, there would appear to have been further

tectonic movement, with faulting and shearing and the introduction of the Mundi

Mundi type granite and associated pegnatites and aplites. The uranium rninera-

lisation was probably introduced later in, or at the end of, this sequence of

events. The deposit is classified as epígenetic in which pegmatites and hydro-

therrnal solutions played an important role in introducing the primary radio-

active minerals in the lVillyama metasediments.

The surface expressions of these prinary uranium mineralisation (as veins

or disseninated) do not favour the idea of being economically irnportant. It is

probable that these sporadic and discontinuous sholings and lack of subsurface

geological information, were the main reasons which lead to the discouragement

of a large number of prospectors working in that area. No exhaustive pros-

pecting or exploratory work has been undertaken since 1955. For future explora-

tion work the area should be investigated based on the ground geophysical

surveys. There is a close similarity of uraniurn mineralisation in this area
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with the Radiun Hil1, uranium deposits (which are the potential econornj-c

uranium deposits of South Australia).

6.2 Copper Blow Deposit

Copper Blow is situated 12 miles south-south-east of Broken Hill City.

Radioactivity, due to uranium mineralisation was fi-rst noted by Derly and ltrhite

in 1952 as reported by Rayner (1957), and subsequently exanined by geologists

of the Zinc Corporation Ltd. Metatorbernite was found by E.0. Rayner and

R.E. Ralph (Rayner, 1957).

Copper Blow is an old mine of iron and copper. Narrow lodes of hematit.e

with some magnetite, were formerly worked as a source of flux for smelters at

Broken HilI. Copper nineralisation accornpanies that of iron and nanow lodes

were worked for copper down into the sulphide zone (the deepest working was

about 300 feet, Rayner (1957)). The individual lodes are narrow but for¡n a

strong linear group about I rnile in length along the strike and are contained

within a shear zone which is up to 100 feet in width towards the southern end.

The shear zone strikes paral1e1 to the enclosing lVillyama Conplex rocks rvhich

consist of biotite-sillinanite-garnet schists, granitic gneiss, amphibolite

and pegmatite. The host rock for the lode is, in part, a quartz-biotite-

sericite wit-h grains of rnagnetíte.

The rocks and the lodes strike NE-SW and dip northeast at about 70

degrees. The rock exposures are very rare and poor. The whole Copper Blow

area is a plain, covered with alluvium and saltbush.

During the ground fol1ow-up program, radioactivíty 2-5 times that of

normal background was recorded along the open cut (about I mile along strike),

the highest radioactivity was confined to the copper-bearing sections at the

southern end. The naximum intensity (10X nornal background) was recorded in

the southern end known as Warren open cut and mine dump. In the oxidised

zone, hematite, linonite, magnetite, malachite, azutite and chrysocolla were

identified by Dr. I.R. Plimer who accompanied the writer. According to

Rayner the uranium values from the oxide zorre are fron 0.I% to 0.3% USOg.

Sulphide dumps near the Warren shaft show radioactivity equivalent to be

0.05% UJOB, in association with chalcopyrite, pyrite and magnetite, and this
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suggests that some uraniurn rnineralisation is present in the sulphiile zone

(Rayner, 1957). Penetration of the primar:y zone by the Zinc. Corporation

Ltd. drill holes showed slight radioactivity (higher than the wa11 and country

rock) associated with the primary magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite lode, and

Edwards and Baker (1953), (quoted in Rayner, 1957, p. 80) commented on the

sulphide as examined in a specimen as follows:

rrThe ore consists predominantly of fine-grained magnetite intersected
by fine veinlets of chalcopyrite and pyrite. The chalcopyrite has

corroded the pyrite and enclosed residuals of it. In addition, it
contains a srnall number of ex-solution bodies of sphalerite and

valleriite, and of pyrrhotite.
A polished section of the specimen was left in contact with a nuclear

research plate for three days. The resulting autoradiograph showed

approximately 20 small scattered radial aggregates of alpha-particle
tracts, indicating the presence of a radioactive mineral occurring
as rninute particles dispersed through the specimen. Some of the

aggregates contained 5, sone 15 and some 60 alpha-particle tracks.
Sone of the radioactive centres 1ay within areas of chalcopyrite and

could possibly be attributed to minute inclusions in the chalco-
pyrite, but it was not possible to locate the radioactive nineral with
certainty".

Rayner concluded that in the Copper Blow deposit the uranium rninerali-

sation is essentially associated with that of copper in the prinary zorLe,

with secondary deposition and enrichment (including the copper-uranium phos-

phate, torbernite) in the oxidised zone.

Linited tine and extrenely poor rock exposures did not al1ow the

writer to carry out the detailed ground geological and radiometric investi-

gations in the Copper Blow area. However, no granite outcrops were observed

within a radius of about 3 miles. Uraniurn mineralisation in the Copper Blow

area seems to be sirnilar to the mineralisation found in the Parabarana and

Shamrock mines of the eastern Mt. Painter area, South Australia.

copper.

6.3 Broken Hill Deposit

The Broken Hill Lode is well known in geological and mining litera-

ture because of the size and grade of the deposit, and because of the con-
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tinuing controversy over the origin of the ore since 'its discovery in 1885.

The rocks enclosing the lode are highly deformed and lie within the high-grade

rnetamorphic Zone C of Binns (Binns, 1964). Both G Rutland (1975) suggested

that the Broken Hill Lode is a series of r'lensest' or "layersrr enclosed in,

and separated by mica-sillirnanite schists and gneisses and quartzite. Ther:e

are six known ore-producing lenses. On the consensus of opinion of a number

of workers, including Both Ê RutLand, they concluded that they were of a

sedimentary origin, with the lode being regarded as a highly metanorphosed

equivalent of stratiforn lead-zinc ore bodies in Proterozoic sedimentary/

volcanic sequences elsewhere (e.g. Mount Isa, Queensland; Sullivan, B.C.),

Both & Rutland (1975). The Broken Hill Lode has an unusualfy high length/

width ratio (approximately 8/I) compared to the rnore equidinensional shape

of most stratiform deposits described in the literature.

According to Rayner (1957) the main line of lode at Broken Hill re-

ceived early attention in the search for sources of uranium, since by virtue

of the very considerable tonnages of ore nined and treated, any apprecia-b1e

trace of uranium throughout the ore might mean that it could be economically

concentrated and produced as a significant b1'-product. However, taken as a

whole, the ore bodies are singularly lacking in radioactivity. The radio-

rnetric surveys at surface, underground and mill products carried out by hin

yielded negative results. Two occurrences of nineralogical interest quoted

by Rayner (1957, p.78) are:

r'1. In a specinen of radioactive pegmatised gneiss occurring as

wall rock on the eastern side of the lead lode on the No. lB level
of the Zinc Corporation Ltdrs mine, uraninite was determined accom-

panying a hydrocarbon, as described by Edwards and McAndrew (1953).

The gneiss is described as containing layers of biotite, with
grains of a carbon-bearing mineral, in which were set particles of
uraninite, in association with a few particles of pyrite and

rnarcasite, and

2. Traces of uranium have been identified in some concentrate samples

from the Broken Ilill South mine".

The mineralisation was recorded in lens No. 2.
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6 .4 Great lVestern Depos it

The Great lVestern is ar, old silver-lead-zinc mine and is situated

about 6 miles north-west of tsroken Hi11. The primary mirreralisation (silver-

lead-zinc) in the Great lVe-stern area is of the Broken Hill type, stratiform

syngenetic, (Rayner, I957).

The Silver-lead-zinc lode formation, 3-5 feet in width, strikes north-

easterly in folded schists and pegmatites of the lVi1lyama Complex. Higher

radioactivíty, due to secondary uraniurn mineralisation is confined to the

iron-stained patches in the oxidised zone. Rayner (1957) reported the raclio-

activity in the order of 0.05% USO' in the dunps from the sulphide zone

(primary nineralisation). In the oxide zone the uranium mineral (unidenti-

fied) was found associated with pegrnatite (hanging wal1) and sillinanite

schist (foot wa11). The oxidised lode material contains cerussite, carbonates

of copper, quartz, fluorite, garnet, gahnite and j-ron oxide.

Low radioactivity and the small size of the deposit do not suggest

that it could be a significant deposit from a uraniun nineralisation stand-

point. The interesting noteworthy feature is the association of uraniun

mineral with copper, lead, silver and zinc in the prinary zone. As said

above that the silver-lead-zinc mineralisation is of the Broken Hill type

(i.e. sedinentaay syngenetic), it seems probable that the secondary uranium

mineral in the oxidised zone was possibly derived fron the Willyana Complex

metasediments.

6.5 Day Drearn Deposit

The Day Dream Mine is also an o1d silver-lead mine and lies at a dis-

tance of about 13 niles northwest of Broken HilI. The silver-lead minerali-

sation is of Thackaringa type (vein type). The lode formation (silver-1ead)

is overlain and underlain by leucocratic granite (Mundi Mundi type granite)

of fine and even grain size. The Willyana Complex forms the country rocks

which consist of schists, pegmatites and amphibolites.

The radioactivity results from uranium minerals of unknown cornposition

are co¡nmonly less than 0.1% U30g (Rayner, 1957). There is a paucity of out-
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crops as the whole area is covered with alluvium. Dur-ing the ground

geologic and radiometric survey the nine durnps, shafts and open cuts were

checked. The higher radioactivity (2-3X normal background) was observed

over one of the durnps, particularly iron-stained rock pieces. The highest

radioactivity (8-10X normal background) was recorded in a shaft, close to

Day Dream Smelter, at a depth of about 20 feet in the oxidised zone. It

was noticed that the intense radioactivity was along tl're bands of dark brown

linonitic naterial. The lode formation contains cerussite, cerargyrite, a

little galena, bindheimite, azurite and coarsely crystalline siderite gangue

(Rayner, 1957). The higher radioactivity observed in the shaft was possi-

bly due to solid angle effect. the dump from the sarne shaft was also checked

radiometrically and the radioactivity measured hardly reached twice that of

normal background level. Traces of copper nineral were also found in this

dump. Neither the primary ulanium rnineral was found nor is it reported in

the Iiterature. The secondary uraniurn nineralisation was possibly derived

by leachi-ng from the enclosing granite rocks and enriched in the oxidised

zone.

The 1ow concentration of uraniurn mineralisation in the oxidised zone

(<0.1% USOS) and the sna1l size of the deposit do not suggest that it could

be an economic uranium deposit.

6.6 Mundi Mundi Deposit

The Mundi Mundi deposit is situated approxinately 20 miles north-

west of Broken Hill and lies in the highly rugged and rough hi11s, two miles

north of the Mundi Mundi Trignometric Station. The deposit was first dis-

covered by A.J. Polkinghorn and G.w. Patterson in 195s, as reported by

Rayner (Rayner, 1957).

The radioactivity occurs in undetermined nineral form, in grey mica-

quartz schist and biutite-si11inanite, and, in particular, in iron oxide-

rich bands. The Willyama Conplex (schists and gneisses with pegmatite and

granite) forms the country rocks. They strike approximately NE-SW and dip

towards the west.
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During the ground follow-up program the schists, gneisses, granite

and pegmatites rvere checked radiornetrically in the vicinity of the Mundi

lvlundi prospect and the section exposed along one of the arms of the Mundi

Mundi Creek which flows approxinately south to north (Fig. 5.2). The radio-

activity measured over the rock exposures (schist and gneiss) and the

section along the arm of the Mundi Mundi Creek (as mentioned) was of the

order of 2-3 times that of the normal background count in the uranium and

potassiun channels. The granite outcrops in the innediate vicinity of the

prospect (north of the prospect) and east of the prospect (adjacent to the

arrn of the Mundi Mundi Creek) gave sfightly higher than normal background

radioactivity response due to uranium.

The uraniun prospect in the Mundi Mundi area consists of two trenches

and were dug (most probably by Rayner) along the strike on the slope of one

of the hills. The upper trench is approximately 25 feet long, 6 feet wide

and 5-6 feet deep. The lower trench which lies at a distance of about 400

feet down slope and nearly 200 feet west to the upper trench is 15 feet long,

5 feet wide and 4-6 feet deep and terminates abruptly in the creek against

granite (Mundi Mundi type granite) body towards the north. Ground radio-

metric observations were carried out over these trenches and in the milieu

of the prospect. The radioactivity (10-15X normal background count) due to

uraniurn was recorded in the trenches, particularly over the iron-stained

patches. The radioactivity response, 2-4 tímes that of the nornal background

count was observed over a schistose belt of 250 feet wide ând 900 feet 1ong.

Higher counts (>5X nornal background count) were confined to a belt of 35

feet wide and approximately 400 feet long which is sheared and stained with

iron oxide in places. Traces of nalachite were also found in the shear zone.

The uranium oxide content of schist as reported by Rayner (Rayner, 1957) is

between 0.ÙLeo and 0.04% USO'. On the evidence of radiometric and fluori-

metric analyses, Rayner suggested that the radioactivity which is highest in

the ferruginous band, and is caused by uranium nineralisation (probably

secondary) is out of equilibrium. The radioactivity, due to uranium, occurs
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in grey nica-quartz schist and biotite-sillirnanite schist ilr an undetermined

form (Rayner, 1957, p.77).

The association of uranium mineralisation with ilon oxide is note-

worthlr in the Muncli Mundi area and appears to be due to fixation of secondarl'

ur:anium rnineral by absorption with ferric oxide hydrate following neutralisa-

tion of acid sulphate waters which had carried the uranium in solution. The

process seems to be similar as explained by Lovering.

Lovering (1955) concluded that uranium rninerals dissolve in acid

sulphate waters. lVhen these hlaters become neutralised, iron hydrolyses to

forrn colloida1 ferric hydrate, which together with any colloidal silica,

coagulates; the uranyl ions are absorbed on the colloidal particles and re-

moved from the solution. As the colloidal ferric oxide hydrate ages, it

crystallises to forn goethite, and uranium is excluded from the structure

and forms secondary uranium minerals scattered through the limonite.

According to Lovering, uranium or uranium minerals are rarely associated

with secondary henatite.

The Mundi Mundi deposit is classified as epigenetic in which the ground

waters played an important role for the secondary uraniun mineralisation and

the shear zone was responsíble for localising the mineralisation. It is

probable that the uranium minerals were carried in solution by the ground

waters derived frorn the nearby intrusive granite bodies. The smal1 intrusions

and boss of granite (Mundi Mundi granite) lie within a radius of 3 miles.

The occurrences of iron oxide containing sma11 percentages of uranium are

wide-spread (McKelveg, Everhart and Garrels, 1955). The low concentration of

uranium minerals and limited extent of mineralisation do not suggest that it

could be an economic deposit.

6.7 Brinkworth Deposit

The Brinkworth deposit is situated about 3 niles northeast of the

Mundi Mundi deposit and lies along an arm of the Mundi Mundi Creek rvhich flor\'s

approximately east to west. In this area the rocks rnainly consist of the

Mundi Mundi carbonaceous subfacies as described by GIen (Glen, 1978). The
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carbonaceous schist is of a dark, brownish-black glossy ancl fine-grained

sclrist and contains mic.a, quartz, feldspars, graphite, with occasional

crystals of chiastolite. The rock is well bedded in layers from half an

inch to two inches thick, alternatively finer and coarser. The ground fabric

is full of a black dusty naterial which is partly iron oxide, but is partly

of a carbonaceous natter. According to Browne (L922) the rock contains

1.82 percent of carbon. The rock is greatly crunpled due to tight folding.

The common associates of the schist are pegmatites, granitoids, and granite.

The whole area consists of a se::ies of low hills deeply dissectecl by creeks.

The overburden has obscured the geology ancl rock exposures are limited and

rare.

During the ground geologic and radionetric investigations, the higher

radioactivity (3-5X normal background count) was observed over an exposed

schistose belt of 150-250 feet and approximately 3000 feet long along the

strike, NE-SI{. The belt is covered with overburden in places. The higher

radioactivity was recorded over the carbon-rich bands particularly iron-

stained patches. The adjacent hill further north gave no statistically

higher radiometric response, due to thick (.2-4 or even nore feet) overburden.

Here, the rock exposures are extrenely small and rare. Two pits measuring

2 x 3 feet were dug along the strike over this hill and the radiometric res-

ponse recorded was 2-3 tines that of the normal background count of the

surface reading over the hill.

Autunite, secondary uranium rnineral rvas identified by Rayner (Rayner,

f957) and the uranium content of iron oxide patches in the schist reported

by him is of the order of 0. I4e" US}g. Due to the linited time and paucity

of outcrops it is not possible to say that the secondary uranium mineral,

autunite, uras derived from the nearby intrusive granite (Mundi Mundi type

granite).. During the ground radiometric measurêrìrwrìt the highest radioactivity

(5X normal background count) was observed over the iron-stained patches

whereas non-iron-stained carbon-rich bands of the schist gave the radio-

netric response up to two times that of the normal background count. There-
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fore, it appears that the secondary uraniun mineral might have derived

from the nearby intrusive granite or from the carbonaceous naterial of

the schist itself or fron both.

The association of uranium mineral with carbonaceous matter is wide-

spread in literature (Heinrich, 1958) and extensive low-grade uranium ninera-

lisation is knovrn to occur in alum shales in Sweden and Chattanooga shales

in the United States (Ruzicka, 1975) and Dictyone¡na shales of the Leningrad

district, U.S.S.R. (Heinrich, 1958). In the absence of drilling data, it

seems irnproper to assign any econonic importance to these carbonaceous

schists.
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6.8 Eldee Creek Deposit

The Eldee Creek uranium prospect is situated approxinately 25 mites

north-west of Broken Hill City. The radioactivity, due to uranium mineralisa-

tion, is confined to the narrow shear zone (the Eldee Creek Shear Zone, as

named by Rayner, L957). The shear zone is about I mile long, varying from a

few inches to 20 feet. The shear zone which trends northeasterly is occupied

by grey biotite-quartz schists with sna1l amounts of sillinanite (G1en, 1978).

The schistose belt is transgressive in part, cutting other schists, pegmatites,

quartz-tourmaline rock, amphibolites and passes through the nassive pegmatites.

Uraniun mineralisation, due to a secondary mineral, autunite, occurs

along iron-stained cracks oblique to the schistosity. Assays of the autunite-

bearing schist are in the order of 0.2% U30g (Rayner, 1957). The higher

radioactivity is confined to the ironstained (limonitic) portions of the

schist. Copper mineralisation (malachite) is found j-n limonitic sections in

traces. The deposit is classified as epigenetic in which the secondary

uranium nineral, autunite, in linonite (goethite) appears due to fixation of

autunite by absorption with ferric oxide hydrate following neutralisation of

acid sulphate waters which had carried the uranium in solution. The process

seens to be similar as explained by Lovering.

The Eldee Creek prospect is classified as epigenetic in which the ground

hlaters played an inportant role for the secondary uraniurn mineralisation and

the shear zone was responsible for localising the nineralisation. During the

ground geological and radionetric investigations, no primary uranium minerals

were found in the lllillyama metasediments nor have they been reported in the

literature. It is probable that the uranium minerals were carried in solution

by the ground waters derived from the nearby intrusive granite bodies. The

snall intrusions of granite (lt{undi Mundi type granite) lie within a radius of

2 niles. The low concentration of secondary uranium minerals and limited ex-

tent of mineralisation do not suggest that it could be an econornic deposit.

6.9 Thorium Mineralisation

Thorium mineralisation has been reported by Rayner (Rayner, L957) in
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the Thackarj-nga and Centennial areas.

In the Thackaringa area the thorium mineralisation was found by

Rayner in a small group of transverse shears at the north-eastern end of

the Albert Shear Zone, but is presunably of no economic significance. The

thorium mineral described by him is a variety of thorite which occurs as

grains and nodules in a pa'rtIy decomposed and iron-stained veinlets of

platy bronze biotite with small amounts of zircon, quartz and feldspar.

In the Centennial area radioactivity due to thoriurn, is associated

with a gneissic biotite-quartz rock within areas of granitic gneiss and

anphibolite at a locality 4 miles southwest of Centennial. On evidences of

rnicroscopic and chemical examination, electromagnetic and mechanical concen-

trating tests, Rayner (1957) confirned that rnost of the radioactivity re-

sulted from the presence of rnonazite and established this area as a potential

source of thorium.

Due to the tight schedule this particular locality could not be visj.ted

by the writer.

6.10 Airborne Response

As nentioned earlier, the use of two B.M.R. survey data has been made.

In 1959, the area hlas surveyed using a single NaI (T1) crystal in which the

radioactivity (total count) was recorded continuously by the airborne

scintillograph along flight lines. In the absence of height correction, a

good correlation of aeroradioactivity with the areal geology could not be

achieved. In 1975 the area was resurveyed by the B.M.R., using airborne

spectrometer. The results of this survey proved that the airborne radionetric

measurements made with advanced instrumentation and the quality of processing

the survey data could yield useful information for uranium exploration and

napping. The advantages of spectrometry became clear when the results were

examined. Channel maps have made it possible to classify anomalies (i.e.

due to urani.um, thorium or potassium) .

On the evidence of the airborne radiometric response, it has been

possible to differentiate between the older Precambrian (ltlillyama Compl-ex)
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rocks arìd the younger Precanbrian rocks (Torrowangee Series), and the

various geologic units within the lVj llyama Conplex have been differentiated

as well. The results of the spectrometer survey (1975) revealed that tl're

highest radiornetric respon-se was seen to have been associated with the out-

crops of sillimanite gneiss, carbonaceous schist, rnica-quartz schist and

davidite-bearing veins. Variable rnoderate radioactivity is observed over

the exposures of granitic gneiss, granitoid, granite, whereas amphibolite,

dolerite, serpentine and the thick Cainozoic deposits show 1ow radionetric

Tesponse. The spectrometry has further allowed the recognition of two types

of pegmatites, Na-feldspar and K-feldspar in the area. Variable radionetric

Tesponse and ratio (U/Th) are observed over granite (Mundi Mundi type

granite) . On the evidence of radionetric response (overlays - Fig . 5.7)

over outcrops of granite (No. I in potassium and uranium channel maps) it

reveals that the granite is potassic and contains higher anounts of uraniunr

than thoriun.

6. 11 Control of lr{ineralisation

Most of the deposits in the region can be assigned to the structural

features which have been ínportant in localising the uranium and thorium

nineralisation. These favourable stluctures range fron large shear zones,

faults and fissures, down to rninor joint and bedding planes, nicrofractures

and interstitial openings.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Airborne radiometric surveys and partícularly the spectrometric

survey, 1975, have identified areas of above-average radioactivity and

provided an indication of the predominant sources of the radioactivity,

i.e. whether due to uranium, thoriun, or potassium. Within the area

of Precarnbrian outcrops itself, the Younger Torrowangee Series of rneta-

sediments are characterised by areas of very low radioactivity. Within

the Willyama rock assemblages, moderate to high radioactivity has been

observed over the outcrops of rocks such as sillimanite gaeiss, carbona-

ceous schist, mica-quartz schist, pegmatites (K-feldspar) granite gneiss,

granitoids, and granite; and low radiometric response is found to be

associated with the outcrops of andalusite schist, chiastolite schist,

pegnatite (Na-feldspar), arnphibolite, dolerite, and serpentine. A1l

granite nasses are slightly radioactive, potassium and uraniun being the

major sources. The radiometric anornalies of the highest anplitude were

recorded over the areas of known radioactive rnineralisation (Brinkworth,

Mundi Mundi and Thackaringa) due mainly to uraniun and potassiun. Anong

the nediurn amplitude anomalies the only noteworthy anonaly is from Copper

Blow.

AlI known mineralisation has been identified by the airborne survey

and the spectrometer inforrnation has permittecl results of uranium mineralisa-

tion fron other sources of radioactivity. This shows that the airborne

spectrometer is a reliable, efficient method of exploration for uranium,

thorium and potassium in areas sinilar to Broken::iII. T\^¡o of the anomalies,

i.e. Brinkworth and Thackaringa are considered to require furtner investi-

gation based on ground nagnetic and radiometric surveys. For ground radio-

metric the ganma logging, emanation surveys and gridded foot surveys should

be employed.
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LIST OF APPENDICES

AIRBORNE TOTAL COUNT AND MAGNETIC SURVEY, 1959.

AIRBORNE SPECTROMETER AND MAGNETIC SURVEY,.1975.

DATA PROCESSING AND PRESENTATION BY B.M.R.

DATA PROCESSING

PORTABLE GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETER

AÏRBORNE GA¡,IIVT{-RT{Y SPECTROMETER

SPECIFICATION FOR AIRBORNE GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETER SURVEY.



Operator

Aircraft

Altitude

Line spacing

Linê orientation

Tie systen

Navigation

Background

Calibration

Time constant

Mode of recording survey data

Gamrna radiation

Magnetic intensity

L2B.

Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology
& Geophysics, Canberra, A.C.T.

DC-5.

500 feet above grorurd leve1, controlled
through the Radio Altineter.

One quarter of a ni1e.

East-west.

3 north-south single tie 1ines.

Aerial photographs.

Measurecl at 2000 feet above ground level.

Appl ied.

I second.

Analogue.

Recorded by Scintillometer, single
NaI (Tl) crystal of 6x4 in.

Recorded by Magnetometer.

APPENDIX 1A

AIRBORNE TOTAL COUNT AND MAGNETIC SURVEY ,1959
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APPENDIX 1B

AIRBORNE SPECTROMETER AND MAGNETIC SURVEY, I975

Aircraft

Ground speed

Altitude

Line spacing

Line orientation

Tie system

Doppler

Camera

Altimeter

Spectroneter

Detector

Energy Levels Recorded

CHANNEL

Total count

Potassiun

Uraniun

Thorium

Tiner

Magnetorneters

Acquisition system

Sampling period

Twin Otter VH-BMG

55 n/sec.

100 netres above ground level

300 netres (Detailed)
1.5 kn (Regionat)

east-west

5 north-south double tie pairs

Marconi AD-560 systern

BMR 35 nn strip camera

Collins ALT 50

Hanner llarshaw

3700 cc Sodium Iodide (226 cu in.)
(2 crystals each L5.24 cn diameter,
10.16cmthick=6x4in.)

WINDOW WIDTH

0.84

1.3

1.6

2.4

BMR

- 5.0 MeV

1.6 MeV

1.9 MeV

2.8 MeV

NZAI

Fluxgate MFS-7 (airborne)
Proton MNS-2 (ground )

Hewlett Packard 2II4 B computer

Magnetic fietd.
Altineter
Spectroneter. . .

Doppler

Geometrics l"fARS-6
H.P. Mosley 2100 B

02
10
10

t0 0

sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.

Chart recorder
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APPENDIX 2

DATA PROCESSING AND PRESENTATION BY THE B.M.R.*

All digital data tapes were merged and processed in Canberra

using the B.M.R|s Hervlett Packard 2100 and CSIROis CDC CYBER 76 cornputers.

AI1 profiles, flight path maps and contour maps were draln using the

B.M.Rrs Calconp drum and flatbed plotters.

Flight Path Recovery

Four control points on each flight line were plotted on air photos,

transferred to L:25,000 scale planinetric naps, digitised and then used

to position absolutely the doppler coordinates recorded digitally during

flight.

Flight line plots were produced at scales of l:100,000 for use with

all stacked profiles and at 1:50,000 for superposition with nagnetic con-

tour at that scale (maps published and released).

The baseline for each profile in the abovementioned stacked profiles

is the straight line being the best least squares fit to the actual flight

path.

Magnetic Data

Total magnetic intensity was recorded every 0.2 seconds but all the

processíng used one second averages of this. The 0.2 second data has been

achieved in an unedited form.

The edited rnagnetic data was levelled to the Broken Hill regional

survey using the five conmon double tie pairs. No subtraction of recorded

diurnal changes was atternpted. Drift, as approxirnately by third order

polynomials, was removed from each ftight.

The regional gradient was removed using the IGRF model for 1965.0 at

300 metres above sea 1eve1 and a constant of 5000 nT was added for presenta-

tion purposes.

The nagnetic field was contoured using one data point every three
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seconds along flight lj-nes and usirrg a grid of 60 metres in the east-ivest

direction and 50 metres in the north-south clirection. Prelininary tctal

magnetic intensity contours have been produced as ten sheets at 1:25,000

scale and as a cornposite at 1:100,000 scale. Final contours are to be

published at l:50,000 scale with superinposed flight path and topographic

information.

The nagnetic field has also been displayed as a set of stacked pro-

files expanded four times in the north-south direction for clarity.

Garnma-ray Spectroneter Data

Background variation was assumed to be linear throughout the flight

and was subtracted using measurements made at 660 netres above ground level

at the start and end of each flight.

The data set h¡as norrnalised to 100 rnetres above ground level using

the formula:

Cl00 = Cn exp-u(100-h)

where C100, Cn are the count rates at heights of 100 and h metres tes-

pectively and u is the attenuation coefficient. tl = 0.00656, 0.00755,

0.00557, 0.00557 for Total count, Potassium, Uranium and Thorium res-

pectively.

Conpton scattering corrections were applied using the formulae:

Ustripped = U -a.Th

Kstripped = l( -ß.Th - y. Ustripped

where a = 0.7, ß = 0.75, ^( = 1.1

The values of a,p, and y have not been properly established and may Ue inl

error.

The four spectrometer channels were filtered using a 1ow pass filter

with the following coefficients:

0.03512, 0.L236, 0.2L48, 0.253r, 0.2148, 0.1236, 0.3512

Ratios of the corrected and filtered data were taken as follor,rs:

U/T1l', U/K, Th/K, U.U/Th, U.Totat/Th

and the same low pass filter was applied to the lJ/Th, tJ/K, Th/K data.
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The Total count data for the regional sutvey have been contourecl tlut not

yet released, using one observation every five seconds along flight ljnes

and using a surface grid of dimension 100 metres in the east-west direction

and 85 netres in the north-south direction.

Total count, Potassium, Uranium, Thorium, Altimeter channels (published)

and U/Th ratio (unpublished) have been presented as stacked profiles expanded

four times in the north-south direction.

PROGRAM GA},IADJ

The program corrects for deviations from nean teïrain clearanc.e in ai1

channels and,/or for Conpton Scattering contributions to the observed KOO,

(channel 2) and BirrO (channel 3) counts. The progran also has facilities

to subtract constant from the data and/or multiply all data by a constant.

The program assumes exponential attenuation of intensity with ground

clearance up to a maxirnum of 250 n. The equations used for height corre-

ction are:

Cl = C1(h)exp(-urah¡

C2 = C2(h)exp(-urnhl

C3 = CS(h)exp(-urnhl

C 4 = C 4(h) exp (- uOnfr¡

Cl, CZ, CS, and CO are the height corrected counts and C, (h), C2 (h) ,

Cgft), and C4(h) are the measured counts in channels 1-4 respectively,

after background correction.

Ul, 12, uS, u4 are the attenuation coefficients for each channel.

h = h - hs, whereas hs is the ground clearance datum.

The spectral interaction corrections are rnade using the equations:

Kz =f, ßTh2
_rus

- cThU-
5

4

C.
5

cqTh

Values of attenuation coefficients and correction factors ate input to

the prograns by the user. If ground clearance is greater than 250 ¡n or

if data are missing for any one spectrometer channel, then all of the
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corresponding spectrometer data are deleted.

*Notes rvere kindly provided by Bruce l{yatt, Geophysicist at the B.M.R.,
during the writerrs vísit to the B.M.R. in October, 1977,

The published account of the survey ðata may be available by the errd
of 1978.
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APPENDIX 3

DATA PROCESSING

All data, including magnetic, radiometric, altitude and navi-

gational data from the B.M.Rls 1975 survey of the Broken Ilill area was

recorded on magnetic tape. rn 1976, the B.M.R. kindly made available

a conplete copy of the survey data to the University of Adelaide for

use in its research related to the Broken lli1l region. A full account

of the organisation of the information is given by Isles (1977). Briefly,

the data is stored in binary forrn on tapes with each flight line represen-

ting a definite entity, a file, on the tape. All of the information re-

quired to identify the numbers in each file is also written at the beginning

of each fi1e. The data has been grouped to allow rapid processing into

Regional and Detailed survey lines and also withj.n these classifications

radiometric and magnetic data exist on separate tapes, both with included

geographic coordinates. In addition for both the Regional and the Detailed

surveys a rback upr tape is available with a skeleton of navigation data

and the magnetic and radiometric data written together.

The data presentation is of high quality and so the tapes are generally

easy to process, reading tine is not excessive and snall sections of the data

nay be readily assessed.

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

Three routines were developed by Isles (1977) to process the BMR

data fron the rnagnetic tapes. The routines were designed to apply to small

sections of data corresponding to particular areas of inter:est rather than

the conplete data set or a data set comprising whole lines.

The routines perform the following tasks:

1. Flight line traces are plotted for a given scale or a selected

area.

2. Required data on the selected area is written onto a disc file

for easy repeated access in further processing.
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3. Profiles frorn the data set produced in (2) are plotted at

user defined scales.

Brief descriptions of the programs mentioned above are given with details

of input parameters and resulting output.

PROGRAM BMRLINES

A flight path nap is produced from the 'back upr tape containing

the processed Doppler navigation data rvhich j.s in the form of geographic

coordinates at the Doppler recording points (intervals of 10 fiducials or

approxirnately 500 m). Line numbers and fiducials are labelled on the plot

which may be drawn on transparent filn if :required. Two versions of BMRLINES

exist. One plots lines along the plotting drum allowing indefinite li.ne

length and a linited number of lines, whilst the complinentary program plots

across the plotting drun giving a restricted line length, but an indefinite

number of 1ines. The program sinply reads the required lines, one at a time,

selects the chosen range fron the líne then draws and labels the 1ine. The

coordinates of each control point are printed on the program output.

INPUT PARAMETERS

1. Nunber of lines preceding first required 1ine.

2. Number of lines to be plotted.

3. Heading (80 characters to be drawn on the plot).

4. Origin and scale values for X (along line) and Y (across line)

axes.

5. Coordinates for border to be drawn around the ptot.

6. Range of X values to be selected from each line.

7 . Any reference points to be included on p1ot.

Flight line plot.

Print of control point coordinates.

OUTPUT

1

2
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PROGRAM BNIIìEX

Extracts a .set of data fÏom a specified area and writes the data

.set to a disc file for later processing*.

INPUT.

1. Number of lines preceding first required 1ine.

2. Number of lines required.

3. Range of X (along line) values required.

4, Number of data values required fron each sample.

e.g. a sarnple rnay consist of X, Y, T, U, TTr, K and A1t values

fron which only X, U, Th and K values are required.

5. Location of required values h'ithin sample, e.g. in above,

lst, 4th, sth and 6th value fron sarnple are selected.
OUTPUT

Print of line details, X values of linits of selected data set, corres-

ponding fiducials and print of all requested data values.

Note_: Because of varying sizes of data sets the progranì may need to have the
nurnber of arrays and the dimensions of arrays changed to nininise
storage during execution of the program and hence increase the
efficiency of the program.

PROGRAM PLOTSECT

Produces a profile of up to three different data types on each plot.

The program operates on a data set produced by BMREX, plotting the conplete

X-range chosen by BMREX for each line.

INPUT

1. Number of lines preceding first required line.

2. Number of lines required to be plotted.

3. X-origin value and X-scale (comnon to all profiles).

4. For each data type required (i.e. 1+3). Type (e.g. thorium),

location within sanple, scaling factor, origin position on p1ot,

origin value, height of plot for this data, type of line or

synbol required on p1ot.

*For very large data sets (25 complete lines or nore) rvhich are not being
repeatedly used, the disc storage costs nake the use of this progran
unecononical, and it is advisable to read the data directly from the tape
when required.
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OUTPUT

Profiles with fiducials narked and labelled on X-axis.

Exanples can be seen in Fj-gs. 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7.

A scaling diagrarn is drawn prior to plotting the profiles and

since the scales are conmon to all profiles, the scaling information is

not repeated with each profile. Mininurn information is printed since

the progran has entirely a graphic function.
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APPENDIX 4

*
DESCRIPTION OF PORTABLE SPECTROMETER DISA 4OO

The sensor consists of one 3" dianeter x Sfr thick Sodium Iodide

crystals, hermatically sealed. Power is supplied from a ful1y regulated

electric high tension (EHT) supply which is itself supplied frorn a low

voltage regulated supply.

Sensor output is taken to a preamplifier consisting of a charge

amplifier which takes care of signal degredation due to varying cable

lengths.

The arnplified signal passes to the Pulse Height Discriminator

(PHDts) where 4 separate PHDrs are set at varying window widths to process

the incoming signal. The windows allow only that signal which is above

and below a certain level to pass to the adjustable rat.e meter circuits.

The threshold stabíIizer circuit uses the cesium peak to correct

window width variation due to temperature or powelr supply fluctuations.

This nust be performed rnanually during the duration of the survey.

One rate meter is used, being switched to each window to give

individual readings on each window.

One frequency counter is used to count and store the pulses from

each window for the specified tine, in this case 1 second to 30 minutes.

The data is latched to a buffer within the counter and displayed for about

four seconds in a sequence from To to Tr.

Notes h/ere prfovided by John Willoughby, Department of Economic Geology,
University of Adelaide, South Australia.

*
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APPENDIX 5

EXPLANATION OF BLOCK D]AGRAM*

The sensor consists of two 6'r diameter x 4" thick Sodiun Iodide

crystals, thermally insulated against sudden temperature variations.

Power is supplied from a fully regulated electric high tension (EHT)

supply which is itself supplied frorn a low voltage regulated supply.

Sensor output is taken to a preamplifier consisting of a charge

amplifier which takes care of signal degredation due to varying cable

lengths.

The amplified signal passes to the PuIse Height Discrininator

(PHDrs) and Automatic Threshold Stabilizer where 4 separate PHDrs are

set at varying window widths to process the incoming signal. The windorvs

a1low only that signal which is above and below a certain level to pass

to the adjustable rate meter circuits.

The automatic threshold stabilizer circuit uses the cesium peak

to correct window width variation due to ternperature or power supply

fluctuations.

Four adjustable rate meters are used, one for each window and

are set to give the best readings on each window, the readings are

nonitored on the count rate monitor neter during flight.

Four frequency counters are used to count and store the pulses

from each window for the specified time, in this case 1 second. The

data is latched to a buffer within the counter ready for the digital

recorder to store the data or tape while the next sanple is being accu-

nulated.

*Notes were kindly provided by John Willoughby, Department of Economic
Geology, üriversity of Adelaide, South Australia.
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OPERATIONAL PARAMET'ERS

Mean flying height

Local height deviations

Airspeed

DETECTOR SYSTEM

Crystal size

Detector volume:

Detector stabilization

1. Sanpling time

Terrain
clearance:

141 .

400 fr. ! zs ft.
+400 ft. -200 ft.

To be held J 5 rnph in range 60 to

120 nph; detector size and counting

interval to be determined according to

speed of aircraft to be used.

Minirnum diameter of individual clystals 5"

Mininum thickness of individual crystals 4"',

The number of crystals employed mu-st pro-

vide: a total of approximately 1500 in3

of NaI(T1) at 60 mph or approximately 3000

in3 of NaI(T1) at 120 nph. or pïo ïata at

intermediate speeds.

Maintain at constant tenperature and if

single channel analysers are used in

spectroneter system, a radioisotope cali-

bration-source spectrum stabilizer is nec-

essary. This calibration source nust not

APPENDIX 6

SPECIFICATION FOR GAMMA-RAY SPEC'I'ROMETER SURVEY*

2

interfere with the specified window widths.

Counts to be accumulated over sampling times in the

range 0.5 to 5.0 secs; to be pre-selected according to

operational requirenents.

A suitable neans of continuously monitoring terrain

clearance, e.g. radar altineter, must be used in con-

junction with the spectrometer, and mean terrain

clearance during each sampling period nust be deternined

and recorded wíth the data from the spectrometer.
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3. Line spacing: Detailed surve)/: 0.25 mile (or 0.5 km)

Reconna-issance survey: 2.5 or 5.0 krn; to be detcrmined.

by scientist -in char:ge.

*Abstracted fron Airborne Garnma-Ray Survey Techniques,
Darnley , I97I.



Fig. 3.7 Geological rnap of Broken Hill (Australia, Geological
Series Sheet SH 54-14, 1:250,000).

Overlay I =

Ovetlay 2 =

Overlay 3 =

Overlay 4 =

Overlay 5 =

Flight-line system
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Thoriun It
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Total countrl
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Source of data - geology base frorn Australia, Geological
Series Sheet SH 54-14 (t:250,000),
Department of Mines, N.S.W.

First Edition, 1970.

Radiometrics compiled from a study of
original airborne spectrometer suîvey

data presented in the form of stacked
profiles (at 1:250,000 scale), B.M.R.

survey, 1975.
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